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WELCOME TO 2017
We are constantly seeking to create products on the basis of originality
with our experienced innovative look. This year is no exception.
Development means the world to SELECT, and we are proud to introduce both a new superior version of the BRILLANT SUPER, as well as
a revolutionary sticky handball for young players. Furthermore, we offer
a new series of player clothes, an updated design of our wide selection
of goalkeeper gloves plus various improved training handballs and cool
street footballs with a silver look.
SELECT’s finest football has always been preferred by many European
clubs and is now the official league ball in Belgium, Denmark, Iceland
and Sweden.
Our finest handball has made a comeback in one of the world’s best
leagues, ASOBAL in Spain, and both the Portuguese national team,
the men’s league in Slovenia and the Turkish Handball Federation have
chosen SELECT as their preferred handball brand.
The sport of futsal is growing very fast and our range of balls suitable
for futsal is massive. Latest we have signed an agreement as official
match ball supplier to the Polish futsal league, Ekstraklasa.
We are very excited about our new products and partnerships. We
are player’s choice and our ongoing mission is to develop high quality
products for all players.
We hereby welcome you to our catalogue for 2017.
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THE ORIGINAL 32 PANEL
BALL CONSTRUCTION
Every single football, handball and futsal ball from SELECT is based on the
revolution from 1962, where our founder, Eigil Nielsen, invented a ball made
of 32 panels. The overriding desire was to create the most reliable ball with
the most predictable, straight flight and a bounce neither too high nor too low.
It was impossible to make a perfectly round ball with just 18 panels, which
was the standard construction of a ball in the past. With the 32 panels - 20
hexagons and 12 pentagons - SELECT succeeded in creating the roundest
ball ever seen. Later, a group of American scientists won the Nobel Prize for
discovering that the molecules of carbon with a special irradiation organize
themselves as a complete round ball - something Eigil Nielsen had already
discovered and realized in his football with 32 panels, why the reinvention
was named “the football molecule”.
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A ball with optimum roundness is essential to obtain reliable aerodynamic - a
straight flight and a controlled bounce. Our finest football, BRILLANT SUPER,
has just been thoroughly tested in a wind tunnel at the Institute of Health & Sports
Science at the University in Tsukuba, Japan. The results show that BRILLANT
SUPER has a better aerodynamic than other top balls in the market. The
ball’s classic construction with 32 panels means that the ball meets resistance at a later point in its trajectory through the air, thus retaining a steady,
high speed over a longer period of time. This provides a stable and more
predictable flight – highly valued by all football players.
All of our balls today are still based on Eigil Nielsen’s original invention of the
32 panel ball construction, as we never compromise on quality, playability
or durability.
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FOOTBALLS
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QUALITY COMES
FROM INSIDE
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A MASTERPIECE OF INNOVATION
SELECT is constantly striving to create the ultimate football and after years
of research and development we are now ready to present BRILLANT
SUPER TB.

During the development process, more than 500 players from clubs in several
European countries have tested the BRILLANT SUPER TB. The feedback has
been extremely positive.

BRILLANT SUPER TB has the characteristics that distinguish a classic
SELECT ball and is suitable for matches at the absolute highest level. The
materials are carefully selected and have exactly the qualities that give the
best playability and durability.

The ball has also been tested at the Institute for Health & Sports Science at
Tsukuba University in Japan. The test results showed that the ball - just like
other balls from SELECT - faces less wind resistance in the first part of the
flight, moves easier through the air and meets wind resistance later than other
balls on the market.

The optimum roundness is ensured with the well known 32 panels spread
over 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons. The outer material of the ball consists of
synthetic leather with a light surface structure that minimizes air resistance.

BRILLANT SUPER TB has a three-year roundness guarantee and is of course
approved by FIFA.

Under the synthetic leather hides the SELECT patented loose natural latex
Zero-Wing bladder with built-in balance point in the opposite end of the valve
hole. On the outside of the bladder is a newly developed lining made of a 4
mm thick and exclusive foam material. The outer material and the underlying
foam give the ball a softer, lighter and more comfortable touch. Despite the
fact that the ball feels lighter, the weight is the same as a traditional football.
As something completely new for SELECT, the 32 panels are thermo bonded. “TB” in the product name stands for “Thermo Bonded”, which means
bonded by heat - so there are no stitchings. This means the ball takes up less
water and keeps the original weight better when playing on a wet surface.
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QUALITY COMES
FROM INSIDE
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HIDDEN BEHIND THE ELEGANT EXTERIOR
Common to all our balls is that the quality is high and the durability long. An
optimally round football consists of 32 panels made up of 12 pentagons and
20 hexagons. The 32 panels are sewn together using 630 double stitches
and 60 corner stitches and are closed off - especially for SELECT - with a
doubleknot. The ball lasts longer this way.
Hidden behind the elegant exterior of the balls in our Pro and Club Series is
a Zero-Wing bladder made of high performance natural latex. The concept
has been developed to ensure that not only the ball but also the bladder
is as round as possible. We solely use latex bladders in our footballs with
build-in balance point at the opposite side of the valve hole. This, together
with the Zero-Wing concept, ensures a perfectly balanced ball with a very
lively bounce.

The outer layer of the ball is made of synthetic leather in polyurethane (PU).
The surface of this material can be either ”shiny”, ”grain” or “pattern” and
consists of lots of PU fibres. Combined this gives a strong surface with
consistent softness.
High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball undergoes a
stringent test at our production facilities in Pakistan. Here, they are tested
for stitching, surface, roundness, circumference, weight, air retention and
colour printing. Even the bladders are inflated to ensure perfect balance.
Our standards for quality are the highest in the industry and the balls are of
course tested and approved according to FIFA and IMS standards.
SELECT provides a 2-year stitching and roundness guarantee for each football - and a 3-year guarantee for the top ball, BRILLANT SUPER.

To stabilise the ball and ensure it remains round, the 32 panels are lined
with several layers of textile material. The lining helps to adjust the softness
and improves the contact between the ball and the foot.

Ball size

Circumference

Normal weight

Light weight

3

62-63,5 cm

320-340 g

280-300 g

4

63,5-66 cm

330-390 g

310-330 g

5

68-70 cm

410-450 g

380-410 g

A SELECT ball will last for a very long
time if these instructions are followed:
1. Straighten the ball out as best as
possible.
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2. Shake the ball so that the bladder is
hanging loosely and vertically beneath
the valve hole.

3. Allow 1 - 2 drops of SELECT valve oil
to drip into the valve hole. Remember
to oil the ball regularly so that the valve
doesn’t dry out.

4. Inflate the ball witha SELECT pump.
It is important that the bladder is in the
vertical position as shown here. Always
remember to use the nipple.

5. Use a SELECT pressure gauge to
check if the ball has the recommended
pressure (see recommendation on
the ball).

6. Clean the ball with a brush and tepid
water. Dry the ball with a cloth. Place
the ball in a ventilated room with a
temperature of 15 - 20°C.
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OFFICIAL
MATCH BALL
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BRILLANT SUPER TB

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

BRILLANT SUPER TB

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Matches at the absolute highest level. FIFA QUALITY PRO

Matches at the absolute highest level. FIFA QUALITY PRO

A new superior football made of carefully selected high quality materials with
the characteristics of a classic SELECT ball. The 32 panels are thermo bonded
and takes up less water than hand-sewn balls and thus keeps the original
weight when playing on a wet surface. Under the outer material hides a newly
developed lining made of a 4 mm exclusive foam material as well as - especially for SELECT - a loose natural latex Zero-Wing bladder with built-in
balance point in the opposite end of the valve hole. The outer material and the
underlying foam give the ball a light touch and a comfortable softness.

A new superior football made of carefully selected high quality materials with
the characteristics of a classic SELECT ball. The 32 panels are thermo bonded
and takes up less water than hand-sewn balls and thus keeps the original
weight when playing on a wet surface. Under the outer material hides a newly
developed lining made of a 4 mm exclusive foam material as well as - especially for SELECT - a loose natural latex Zero-Wing bladder with built-in
balance point in the opposite end of the valve hole. The outer material and the
underlying foam give the ball a light touch and a comfortable softness.

Size 5

Size 5

Item no. 3615939002

Item no. 3615939552

BRILLANT SUPER
Matches at the absolute highest level. FIFA QUALITY PRO (Size 5)
Our best football in high quality materials with a powerful and visible look. Special
developed Teijin microfiber synthetic leather combined with an optimized 3-layer
underlining and a patented Zero-Wing bladder give the ball an improved and more

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

lively bounce - and an even lighter and softer touch than before. An exclusive,
textured surface for high friction and a stable flight. The characteristics of the
materials and the construction with 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a stable flight
and that the ball stays perfect round after thousands of kicks.

Size 5-4

Item no. 3615939300 Size 5 - 0114939300 Size 4
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QUALITY COMES
FROM INSIDE
A SELECT Dual Bonded football consists of
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DUAL BONDED FOR A SOFTER TOUCH
A newly developed method in football production is ready to be presented: Dual Bonded is the name
- DB in short.
Two editions of the new production method is available in our football range this year.
The first edition of our newly developed dual bonded production method is used in the new football
called BLAZE DB.
The construction of this ball consist of a
PU-material laminated with 3 mm foam. Next,
two layers of textile underlining are laminated to
the foam layer to add stability. The panels are
then printed with 3 mm edge glue and stitched
by hand. In the heat mold the glue is activated
to hide the stitches. Next, the seam sealing is
done by hand. The glue in the seams reduces
the water uptake significantly The bladder inside is a SR bladder with excellent air retention.
The result is a football with both stability, control and a softer touch compared to other balls
in the range.

Special adhesive
3D printed on top
surface before
stitching
0-10 mm from
edge to center

The second edition is used in the production of
TARGET DB – a new football, which is both machine stitched and sealed with glue. The construction consists of a PU-material laminated
with 3,5 mm foam. Two layers of textile underlining are then laminated to the foam layers to
add stability. Finally, the panels are sealed with
3 mm edge glue and stitched together. The glue
is activated in the heat mold to hide the stitches
and the seam sealing is done by hand. By using
glue in the sealing of the seams, the water uptake is reduced significantly.
Inside the ball, a SR bladder with excellent air retention is chosen. The combination of both bladder
and production method results in a football with a soft touch, a higher bounce and faster than the
rest of our range.

BLAZE DB

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball.
A newly developed football with an exclusive surface structure and with dual
bonded panels - both hand-stitched and sealed with glue for less water uptake. The bladder inside is a SR bladder with excellent air retention. The final
result is a football with both stability, control and a softer touch compared to
other balls in this range.
Size 5-4

Item no. 043x221004

TARGET DB

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball.
A newly developed football with dual bonded panels - both stitched and
sealed with glue for less water uptake. Inside the ball, a SR bladder with excellent air retention is used. The combination of both bladder and production
method results in a football with a soft touch and a higher bounce and a faster
feel than the rest of our footballs.
Size 5-4

Item no. 044x121006
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SPONSORSHIPS IN THE WORLD OF FOOTBALL
SELECT is the official match ball supplier for the Danish national team, the Belgian league, the Danish league, the Finnish league, the Icelandic league and the Swedish league
and first division. Our BRILLANT SUPER is also supplied to a vast number of teams and federations around the world.

Íslenskur Toppfótbolti

100
1906
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OFFICIAL LEAGUE
MATCH BALLS

Official ball in the best league
ÚRVALSDEILD - ICELAND

Official ball in the best league
ALLSVENSKAN - SWEDEN

Official ball in the best league
VEIKKAUSLIIGA - FINLAND
Official ball in the best league
ALKA SUPERLIGAEN - DENMARK

Official ball in the best league
JUPILER PRO LEAGUE - BELGIUM

Official ball in the Women’s best league
SERIE A – WOMEN’S FOOTBALL LEAGUE - ITALY

Catalogue UK 2017.indd 15
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FC SION’S
CHOICE
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SUPER

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

VISION

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

ROYALE

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match ball for the highest level. FIFA QUALITY PRO

Women’s matchball for the highest level. IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5).

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5).

A very good match ball. Only surpassed by BRILLANT SUPER. New, Korean
microfiber synthetic leather combined with a 3-layer underlining and a patented Zero-Wing bladder give the ball an improved, lively bounce. High quality materials and the construction of the ball ensure optimal and long-lasting
roundness. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air.

This ball is in the lowest end of the allowed weight scale of International
Matchball Standards giving women the best playing conditions. Japanese
microfiber synthetic leather, a 3-layer underlining and a patented Zero-Wing
bladder give the ball an improved, lively bounce and optimal roundness. The
32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air.

A very good match and training ball. Extremely durable and keeping its roundness and playing characteristics kick after kick. Japanese PU synthetic leather, a 3-layer underlining and a patented Zero-Wing bladder give the ball a perfect flight and a lively bounce. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight
flight in the air.

Size 5

Size 5-4

Size 5-4

Item no. 3625521005 Size 5

Item no. 022x921003

Item no. 022x321002

PRIMERA

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

TEMPO TB

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

NUMERO 10

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5).

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED

Match and training ball. FIFA QUALITY PRO

Long-lasting Japanese PU synthetic leather, a 3-layer underlining and a patented Zero-Wing bladder give a very good match and training ball with high
durability and a lively bounce. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight
flight in the air and the roundness of the ball will last forever due to the construction of the ball.

Durable PU synthetic leather laminated with high performance 3 mm EVA foam
to ensure optimum softness. The 32 ball panels are thermo bonded which
ensures minimum water absorption and expansion for a straight flight in the
air. Newly developed combination of underlining and free-hanging Zero-Wing
latex bladder give the ball a lively bounce and ensure optimum roundness.

Size 5-4-3

A legend in our football range. Has been used around the world for decades
for training and matches among both amateurs and professionals. High quality
PU synthetic leather, a patented Zero-Wing bladder and an improved 4-layer
underlining give the ball a higher bounce than its predecessor and a perfect
round ball for many years. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight
in the air.

Size 5

Size 5

Item no. 038x021004

Item no. 0575021009

Item no. 3675021002
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NUMERO 10

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5).
A legend in our football range. Has been used around the world for decades
for training and matches among both amateurs and professionals. High quality
PU synthetic leather, a patented Zero-Wing bladder and an improved 4-layer
underlining give the ball a higher bounce than its predecessor and a perfect
round ball for many years. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight
in the air.
Size 5-4-3

MATCH

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

PALERMO

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball. FIFA QUALITY (SIZE 5).

Match and training ball.

One of the fastest balls available. PU top film with a lamination of high quality
foam, a patented Zero-Wing bladder and a special adapted underlining give
a lively bounce and make this ball an exciting, soft alternative to a traditional
ball - still with high durability. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight
flight in the air.

This ball is made of the softest material in our range, TPU. Along with a lamination of foam, a Zero-Wing bladder and a special constructed underlining,
the result is a soft and optimal round ball with reduced weight improving the
playability for especially girls and women. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure
a straight flight in the air.

Size 5-4

Size 5-4-3

Item no. 3675321003 Size 5 - 0574321003 Size 4

Item no. 057x921009

Item no. 057x021002

TEAM

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

TEAM

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

TEAM

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball. FIFA QUALITY PRO

Match and training ball. FIFA QUALITY PRO

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5).

A popular football in many countries due to the reliability and long lasting materials. Made of PU synthetic leather, a special developed underlining and a
patented Zero-Wing bladder. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight
flight in the air.

A popular football in many countries due to the reliability and long lasting materials. Made of PU synthetic leather, a special developed underlining and a
patented Zero-Wing bladder. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight
flight in the air.

A popular football in many countries due to the reliability and long lasting materials. Made of PU synthetic leather, a special developed underlining and a
patented Zero-Wing bladder. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight
flight in the air.

Size 5

Size 5

Size 5-4-3

Item no. 3675521005

Item no. 3675521002

Item no. 086x521002
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JUPILER PRO LEAGUE’S
CHOICE
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FLASH TURF

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

X-TURF

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball.
RECOMMENDED FOR ARTIFICIAL GRASS. IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5).

Match and training ball.
RECOMMENDED FOR ARTIFICIAL GRASS. IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5).

High quality football suitable for artificial grass pitches. A new, strong and
durable PU synthetic leather material with granulated surface makes it easy to
control - also under wet and moist conditions. The ball has a 4-layer underlining and a patented Zero-Wing bladder. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a
straight flight in the air.

Lively ball for play on artificial grass and as an alternative in cold, moist and
wet weather. Made of PU synthetic leather combined with 5-layers of special
constructed underlining and a patented Zero-Wing bladder. The ball will keep
its original shape throughout its lifetime. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure
a straight flight in the air.

Size 5-4

Size 5-4

Item no. 057x021056

Item no. 086x121054

DIAMOND

Grass

✶✶✶

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶

✶✶✶

CONTRA

Grass

Grass

✶✶✶

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball.

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

DELTA

✶✶✶

An all-round ball with an extra soft touch. Made of a strong and durable TPU film
with a lamination of TPE foam. A butyl bladder inside for long-lasting airtightness.
The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air.
Size 5-4-3

Item no. 085x821551

CONTRA

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball.

Training ball. FIFA QUALITY

Training ball. IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5).

An all-round ball with extra soft touch and already one of our top sellers. Made
of a strong and durable TPU film with a lamination of TPE foam. A special constructed underlining and a patented Zero-Wing bladder give the ball an extra
lively bounce. The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air.

A real value-for-money ball and one of the best of its kind in the market. Made
of PU synthetic leather with a 5-layer underlining and a patented Zero-Wing
bladder. The materials ensure a ball that will stay round throughout its lifetime.
The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air.

A real value-for-money ball and one of the best of its kind in the market. Made
of PU synthetic leather with a 5-layer underlining and a patented Zero-Wing
bladder. The materials ensure a ball that will stay round throughout its lifetime.
The 32 hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air.

Size 5-4-3

Size 5-4

Size 5-4-3

Item no. 085x321003

Item no. 365x121002

Item no. 085x121002
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EVOLUTION

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

EVOLUTION

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Training ball.

Training ball.

All-round football with a glossy surface made of soft and durable TPU material.
The ball has a great bounce, which allows for a soft touch between the football
and boots. New SR bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and
a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The football is machine-sewn.

All-round football with a glossy surface made of soft and durable TPU material.
The ball has a great bounce, which allows for a soft touch between the football
and boots. New SR bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and
a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The football is machine-sewn.

Size 5

Size 4

Item no. 3895121427

Item no. 3894121426

EVOLUTION

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

COSMOS

Grass

Artificial grass

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

Gravel

✶✶✶

Training ball.

Match and training ball.

All-round football with a glossy surface made of soft and durable TPU material.
The ball has a great bounce, which allows for a soft touch between the football
and boots. New SR bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and
a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The football is machine-sewn.

An extremely durable and hard-wearing rubber ball especially made for gravel and stony surfaces. Also ideal for frosty pitches due to the tacky surface.
The ball is made of rubber material, a special underlining and a patented
Zero-Wing bladder giving it a lively bounce and optimal roundness. The 32
hand-stitched panels ensure a straight flight in the air.

Size 3

Item no. 3893121426

Size 5-4

Item no. 069x221666
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TALENTO 5

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

TALENTO 4

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

TALENTO 3

Grass

✶✶✶

Kunstgræs

✶✶✶

Gravel

✶✶✶

Match and training ball.

Match and training ball.

Match and training ball.

Popular football in top quality for kids and youngsters. The ball is made in the
official size but weighs 30 - 40 grams less than a normal football making it easier for children to develop their playing skills. A patented Zero-Wing bladder
inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps
the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

Popular football in top quality for kids and youngsters. The ball is made in the
official size but weighs 30 - 40 grams less than a normal football making it easier for children to develop their playing skills. A patented Zero-Wing bladder
inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps
the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

Popular football in top quality for kids and youngsters. The ball is made in the
official size but weighs 30 - 40 grams less than a normal football making it easier for children to develop their playing skills. A patented Zero-Wing bladder
inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps
the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

Size 5

Size 4

Size 3

Item no. 0775822006

Item no. 0774822004

Item no. 0773822005

FORZA

Grass

Artificial grass Gravel

✶✶✶ ✶✶✶

✶✶✶

Match and training ball.
Top quality football for kids and youngsters. The ball is made in the official size
but weighs 30 - 40 grams less than a normal football making it easier for children
to develop their playing skills. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball
ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The
football is hand-sewn.
Size 5-4

Item no. 076x821002
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CLASSIC

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

All kinds of games and play.

All kinds of games and play.

All kinds of games and play.

All-round football for children and youngsters. The ball is made of a soft and
attractive material with a shiny surface. Three different types of design are
available. The football is machine-sewn.

All-round football for children and youngsters. The ball is made of a soft and
attractive material with a shiny surface. Three different types of design are
available. The football is machine-sewn.

All-round football for children and youngsters. The ball is made of a soft and
attractive material with a shiny surface. Three different types of design are
available. The football is machine-sewn.

Size 5-4

Size 5-4-3

Size 5-4

Item no. 099x836001

Item no. 099x836552

Item no. 099x836662

BRILLANT REPLICA
All kinds of games and play.
All-round football in exactly the same design as the top ball model BRILLANT
SUPER. The ball is made of a soft material. A Double-Lock valve inside ensures that the football is airtight. The football is mashine-sewn.
Size 5-4-3

Item no. 099x839002
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STREET SOCCER

STREET SOCCER

All kinds of games and play.

All kinds of games and play.

Street ball made of a special and extra durable PU material. The ball has a
lesser and more controlled bounce than a traditional football, which makes it
perfect for playing with in the street or in the school playground. A Double-Lock
valve inside ensures the football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

Street ball made of a special and extra durable PU material. The ball has a
lesser and more controlled bounce than a traditional football, which makes it
perfect for playing with in the street or in the school playground. A Double-Lock
valve inside ensures the football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

Size 4½

Size 4½

Item no. 0955235992

Item no. 0955235995

FUTSAL LEÁO

BRILLANT SUPER 47

STREET KICKER

All kinds of games and play.

All kinds of games and play for younger children.

Technique and goalkeeper training

Synthetic leather ball with foam underlining for a soft touch. The special developed latex bladder and the 32 hand-stitched panels with lowbounce fibres
ensure the correct bounce of the ball. The ball is hand-sewn.

Mini version of BRILLANT SUPER. The ball is suitable for very young children,
who would like to become acquainted with the sport of football. The ball is
made of a soft and attractive material with a shiny surface. The football is
machine-sewn.

Made in a soft, shiny material. The ball has an elastic string and comes back to
you after each kick. Ideal for technique training as well as ball receiving, shooting and co-ordination. Also suitable for goalkeeper training.

Size 62-64 cm. Weight 400-440 g.

Item no. 1093430556

Circumference: 47 cm.

Item no. 2614739002
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Size 4

Item no. 3894838792
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PERFECTION
BEGINS
WITH PRACTICE
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GOALIE REFLEX EXTRA

COLPO DI TESTA

Reflex training.

Header training.

A special developed football that flies and bounces unpredictably for training
the goalkeeper’s reflexes. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the football is
airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

A special developed football made of soft material that feels pleasant on the
forehead when heading. The cord on the ball can be tied to the crossbar and
therefore make header training easy to practice alone. A Double-Lock valve
ensures that the football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

Size 5

Item no. 2655221002

Size 5

Item no. 2689621003

SOLO SOFT INDOOR

SPEED INDOOR

Match and training ball.

Club training and play.

High quality PU material and extremely durable. A special ”grain” surface, a
unique type of underlining and a bladder which is 20 - 30 grams lighter than
those in outdoor footballs make the ball feel softer and easier to control. A
Double-Lock valve ensures that the football is airtight. The football is handsewn.

An extra soft and pleasant football made of Soft Felt, which is the kind of material we normally associate with tennis balls. The ball has a fantastic feel due to
the combination of the special surface and the bladder, which is 20 - 30 grams
lighter than usual. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the football is airtight. The
football is hand-sewn.

Size 5-4-3

Size 5-4

Item no. 109x728006

Item no. 106x428552
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FUTSAL
BALLS
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QUALITY COMES
FROM INSIDE

5
5

1

A SELECT futsal ball consists of five crucial elements:

1

4

PU
SURFACE

BLADDER

2

5

HANDSTITCHED

3

with microfibres inside

4

BUTYL
VALVE
covered by
foam

2

3
LINING
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LOW BOUNCE FOR OPTIMUM CONTROL
Common to all our balls is that the quality is high and the durability long. An
optimally round futsal ball consists of 32 panels made up of 12 pentagons
and 20 hexagons. The 32 panels are sewn together using 630 double stitches and 60 corner stitches and are closed off - especially for SELECT - with a
doubleknot. The ball lasts longer this way.
Hidden behind the elegant exterior of the futsal balls hides a specially developed butyl bladder with microfibres inside. That ensures a very reliable low
bounce compared to a normal football making it much easier to control. All
our balls have a butyl valve inside covered by foam to avoid the bladder from
puncturing when inflating the ball.
To stabilise the ball and ensure it remains round, the 32 panels are lined with
several layers of textile material. The lining helps to adjust the softness and
improves the contact between the ball and the foot.

The outer layer of the ball is made of synthetic leather in polyurethane (PU).
The surface of this material can be either ”shiny”, ”grain” or “pattern” and
consists of lots of PU fibres. Combined this gives a strong surface with consistent softness.
High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball undergoes
a stringent test at our production facilities in Pakistan. Here they are tested
for stitching, surface, roundness, circumference, weight, air retention and
colour printing. Even the bladders are inflated to ensure perfect balance.
Our standards for quality are the highest in the industry and exceed FIFA’s
regulations for the best match balls. The balls are of course tested and approved according to FIFA and IMS standards.

Circumference

Weight

Bounce

Approval

62,5-63,5 cm

410-430 g

55-65 cm

FIFA QUALITY PRO

Futsal Master, Mimas, Samba

62-64 cm

400-440 g

50-65 cm

IMS APPROVED

Futsal Attack

62-64 cm

400-440 g

50-65 cm

Futsal Mimas Light

62-64 cm

350-370 g

50-65 cm

Futsal Talento 13

57-59 cm

350-370 g

50-65 cm

Futsal Talento 11

52,5-54-5 cm

310-330 g

50-65 cm

Futsal Talento 9

49,5-51,5 cm

270-290 g

50-65 cm

Futsal Super
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FUTSAL SUPER

FUTSAL SUPER

FUTSAL MASTER GRAIN

Match ball. FIFA QUALITY PRO.

Match ball. FIFA QUALITY PRO.

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED.

Colourful design for improved visibility and faster player reactions. Exclusive
PU material guarantees that the ball maintains its high quality and roundness
after every kick. A specially developed butyl bladder inside of the ball ensures
a reliable and extremely low bounce making it easy to control. Tested and approved by FIFA for dimensions, weight and bounce etc. A Double-Lock valve
ensures that the ball is airtight. The ball is hand-sewn.

Colourful design for improved visibility and faster player reactions. Exclusive
PU material guarantees that the ball maintains its high quality and roundness
after every kick. A specially developed butyl bladder inside of the ball ensures
a reliable and extremely low bounce making it easy to control. Tested and approved by FIFA for dimensions, weight and bounce etc. A Double-Lock valve
ensures that the ball is airtight. The ball is hand-sewn.

Colourful design for improved visibility and faster player reactions. Match and
training ball made of high quality PU material. A specially developed butyl
bladder inside of the ball ensures a reliable low bounce making it easy to
control. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The ball is handsewn.

Circumference: 62,5-63,5 cm. Weight: 410-430 g.

Circumference: 62,5-63,5 cm. Weight: 410-430 g.

Item no. 3613430009

Item no. 3613430669

Circumference: 62-64 cm. Weight: 400-440 g.

Item no. 1043430002

FUTSAL MASTER SHINY

FUTSAL MIMAS

FUTSAL MIMAS

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED.

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED.

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED.

Colourful design for improved visibility and faster player reactions and a special coated shiny surface that increases the passing speed. Match and training
ball made of high quality PU material. A specially developed butyl bladder
inside of the ball ensures a reliable low bounce making it easy to control. A
Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The ball is hand-sewn.

Colourful design for improved visibility and faster player reactions. Top seller
for many years due to the perfectly constructed transition between the panels making it optimal round and easy to control. A specially developed butyl
bladder inside of the ball ensures a reliable and extremely low bounce making
it easy to control. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The ball
is hand-sewn.

Colourful design for improved visibility and faster player reactions. Top seller
for many years due to the perfectly constructed transition between the panels making it optimal round and easy to control. A specially developed butyl
bladder inside of the ball ensures a reliable and extremely low bounce making
it easy to control. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The ball
is hand-sewn.

Circumference: 62-64 cm. Weight: 400-440 g.

Circumference: 62-64 cm. Weight: 400-440 g.

Item no. 1053430552

Item no. 1053430002

Circumference: 62-64 cm. Weight: 400-440 g.

Item no. 1043430442
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PRESSURE

TECHNIQUE

WHAT IS
FUTSAL?
Futsal is an extremely intense and emotional game and
therefore also exciting to watch. Besides the fast pace,
more goals are scored and there are more shots on goal
than in traditional football. The surface, the ball and the
rules demand improvisation, creativity and fine technique
of all five players on each team.

CONTROL

PASSION

REACTIONS

Futsal is subsequently an excellent breeding ground for
football competencies that can be translated into the
11-a-side format of the game. Many top football players
such as Pelé, Ronaldinho, Kaka, Messi and Ronaldo all
played futsal in their youth to develop their skills. The futsal
sport is fast-growing, widely played across the world and
officially recognized by both UEFA and FIFA aiming to
make it even more popular in the future.
SELECT presents a massive range of futsal balls with a
controlled bounce in accordance with the rules, and we are
proud to be first-movers in the development of specific
balls regulated in circumference and weight for each age
group. We believe that young futsal players need balls that
are smaller and lighter and are adjusted and adapted to
their age. SELECT has introduced three balls for U9, U11 and
U13 players - the “Talento 9”, “Talento 11” and “Talento 13”.

GOALS
Catalogue UK 2017.indd 31
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SPONSORSHIPS IN THE WORLD OF FUTSAL
SELECT is official futsal ball supplier to a wide range of national teams, leagues and clubs worldwide. The futsal leagues in the Czech Republic, Denmark, Latvia, Lithuania,
Montenegro, Norway, Serbia, Sweden, Russia and Ukraine all play their matches with our futsal balls, and recently SELECT has also been appointed as official futsal match
ball in the Ekstraklasa league in Poland.

SVENSKA

FUTSAL
LIGAN
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FUTSAL MIMAS LIGHT

FUTSAL SAMBA

FUTSAL SAMBA

Training ball.

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED.

Match and training ball. IMS APPROVED.

A lightweight training ball for youngsters with a reduced weight of approx 360
grams, making it significantly lighter than a normal futsal ball. This makes it
ideal for use as a training ball for children and youngsters. A specially developed butyl bladder inside of the ball ensures a reliable low bounce making it
easy to control. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The ball
is hand-sewn.

A good match and training ball made of high quality TPU material and underlined with foam, which makes it extra soft to kick. The ball only gets better
the more it is used as the materials will stretch and act in a perfect way. A
special developed butyl bladder with low-bounce fibres gives the ball a perfect bounce and it will stay round year after year. The 32-panel hand-stitched
technology ensures optimal bounce and playing characteristics.

A good match and training ball made of high quality TPU material and underlined with foam, which makes it extra soft to kick. The ball only gets better
the more it is used as the materials will stretch and act in a perfect way. A
special developed butyl bladder with low-bounce fibres gives the ball a perfect bounce and it will stay round year after year. The 32-panel hand-stitched
technology ensures optimal bounce and playing characteristics.

Circumference: 62-64 cm. Weight: 350-370 g.

Circumference: 62-64 cm. Weight: 400-440 g.

Circumference: 62-64 cm. Weight: 400-440 g.

Item no. 1041430004

Item no. 1063430335

Item no. 1063430005

FUTSAL ATTACK SHINY

FUTSAL ATTACK GRAIN

Training ball.

Training ball.

Training ball with a specially developed butyl bladder, which ensures a reliable
low bounce making it easy to control. A special coated shiny surface increases
the passing speed. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The
ball is hand-sewn.

Training ball with a specially developed butyl bladder, which ensures a reliable
low bounce making it easy to control. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the
ball is airtight. The ball is hand-sewn.

Circumference: 62-64 cm. Weight: 400-440 g.

Item no. 1073430002

Circumference: 62-64 cm. Weight: 400-440 g.

Item no. 1073430662
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FUTSAL TALENTO 9

FUTSAL TALENTO 11

FUTSAL TALENTO 13

Match and training ball.

Match and training ball.

Match and training ball.

A perfect junior and beginners ball made of quality TPU-material and underlined with foam, which makes it extra soft to kick. Together with a special
developed latex bladder with low-bounce fibres the ball has perfect playing
characteristics for young futsal players. Developed in cooperation with Brazilian futsal expert, Aroldo Strack, and the Golasso Select Futsal Academy.
Recommended for U9 players and younger.

A perfect junior and beginners ball made of quality TPU-material and underlined with foam, which makes it extra soft to kick. Together with a special
developed latex bladder with low-bounce fibres the ball has perfect playing
characteristics for young futsal players. Developed in cooperation with Brazilian futsal expert, Aroldo Strack, and the Golasso Select Futsal Academy.
Recommended for U10 and U11 players.

A perfect junior and beginners ball made of quality TPU-material and underlined with foam, which makes it extra soft to kick. Together with a special
developed latex bladder with low-bounce fibres the ball has perfect playing
characteristics for young futsal players. Developed in cooperation with Brazilian futsal expert, Aroldo Strack, and the Golasso Select Futsal Academy.
Recommended for U12 and U13 players.

Circumference: 49,5-51,5 cm. Weight: 270-290 g.

Circumference: 52,5-54,5 cm. Weight: 310-330 g.

Circumference: 57-59 cm. Weight: 350-370 g.

Item no. 1060430043

Item no. 1061430049

Item no. 1062430042
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QUALITY COMES
FROM INSIDE
A SELECT handball consists of six crucial elements:
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1

4

ZERO-WING
BLADDER

FOAM

2

5

DOUBLE LOCK
VALVE

PU
SURFACE

3

6

LINING

HANDSTITCHED

2

5

4
3

1
6
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360 DEGREES OF PERFECTION
Common to all our balls is that the quality is high and the durability long.
An optimally round handball consists of 32 panels made up of 12 pentagons
and 20 hexagons. The 32 panels are sewn together using 540 double stitches
and 60 corner stitches and are closed off - especially for SELECT - with a
double knot. The ball lasts longer this way.
Hidden behind the colourful exterior of the balls in our Pro and Club Series is
a Zero-Wing bladder made of high performance natural latex. The concept
has been developed to ensure that not only the ball but also the bladder is
as round as possible. We solely use latex bladders in our handballs with
build-in balance point at the opposite side of the valve hole. This, together
with the Zero-Wing concept, ensures a perfectly balanced ball with a very
lively bounce.
To stabilise the ball and to ensure it remains round, the 32 panels are lined
with several layers of textile material. The lining helps to adjust the softness
as well as the weight of the ball.
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Ball size

Circumference

00

41-43 cm

0

46-48 cm

1

50-52 cm

2

54-56 cm

3

58-60 cm

The most important factor regarding the softness of the ball is actually a
layer of neoprene foam, which is placed between the lining and the synthetic
leather. The foam maintains its softness and elasticity match after match.
The synthetic leather used in our handballs consists of an outer layer of
”grippy” PU with a backside of non-woven polyester fibre. In addition to
this, the special fibre threads are inlaid in a crisscross fashion to ensure the
strength and stability of the material. This ensures a ball with a perfect grip,
optimal balance and extreme durability.
High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball undergoes
a stringent test at our production facilities in Pakistan. Here they are tested
for stitching, surface, roundness, circumference, weight, air retention and
colour printing. Even the bladders are inflated to ensure perfect balance.
Our ULTIMATE comes with a three year warranty on stitching and roundness; all other balls have a two year warranty.

27/12/2016 11.05

OFFICIAL EHF
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
MATCH BALL
The stars of Europe’s most prestigious handball competitions are playing with a quality match ball from
SELECT.
SELECT’s agreement with EHF includes that we
provide the official match ball for all the top EHF
competitions including the VELUX EHF Champions
League, WOMEN’S EHF Champions League, Men’s
and Women’s EHF Cup and last but not least the
European Championships for both women and men.
A new and dynamic ball design will be presented for
the EHF Champions League on an annual basis, and
the partnership offers the opportunity for innovative
product development on the handball market in the
coming years.
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2016 model (small photo) will be
supplied until 06.06.2017.

2016 model (small photo) will be
supplied until 06.06.2017.

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE MATCH MEN

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE MATCH WOMEN

Match ball for the absolute highest level. EHF-APPROVED.

Match ball for the absolute highest level. EHF-APPROVED.

The official match ball for the Men’s VELUX EHF Champions League is made
of extremely hard-wearing synthetic leather material. A patented Zero-Wing
bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and a specially developed
Shark Skin Foam gives the ball an extremely soft feel and fits great in the hand.
The ball is light and lively, but above all its constant balance ensures that there
are no random bounces. The ball is hand-sewn. Available from 06.06.2017.

The official match ball for the WOMEN’S EHF Champions League is made of
extremely hard-wearing synthetic leather material. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and a specially developed
Shark Skin Foam gives the ball an extremely soft feel and fits great in the hand.
The ball is light and lively, but above all its constant balance ensures that there
are no random bounces. The ball is hand-sewn. Available from 06.06.2017.

Size 3, 2

Size 2

Item no. 161x8xx053

Item no. 1611854052

2016 model (small photo) will
be supplied until 06.06.2017.

2016 model (small photo) will be
supplied until 06.06.2017.

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE REPLICA MEN

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE REPLICA WOMEN

ULTIMATE

Training ball. EHF-APPROVED.

Training ball. EHF-APPROVED.

Match ball for the absolute highest level. EHF-APPROVED.

The Replica model of the official match ball for the Men’s VELUX EHF Champions
League is made of soft and hard-wearing synthetic leather and a patented
Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness. Feels really
great in the hand - with or without resin. The ball is hand-sewn. Available from
06.06.2017.

The Replica model of the official match ball for the WOMEN’S EHF Champions
League is made of soft and hard-wearing synthetic leather and a patented ZeroWing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness. Feels really great
in the hand - with or without resin. The ball is hand-sewn. Available from
06.06.2017.

Fantastic match ball made of extremely hard-wearing synthetic leather material.
A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and
a specially developed Shark Skin Foam gives the ball an extremely soft feel
and fits great in the hand. The ball is light and lively, but above all its constant
balance ensures that there are no random bounces. The ball is hand-sewn.

Size 3, 2, 1, 0

Size 2, 1, 0

Size 3, 2

Item no. 167x8xx053

Item no. 167x8xx052

Item no. 161x8xx250
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PARIS SAINT-GERMAIN’S CHOICE

Season 2016-2017
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Season 2016-2017
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MAXI GRIP
SELECT has spent the last two years developing a handball with a sticky surface, and as the first company in the world we are proud to have reached the
goal with the introduction of SELECT Maxi Grip.

The SELECT Maxi Grip ball can be an alternative also for players who normally
use resin on the balls, however, when the surface on the ball becomes damp
from e.g. water or sweats the sticky effect is reduced.

SELECT Maxi Grip adds completely new features to the handball because of
the unique sticky surface that provides excellent grip around the ball without the
need of resin. The ball meets a major requirement from coaches and players in
all age groups as well as less work, cleaning the floor.

Cleaning a SELECT Maxi Grip handball is simple and should be done gently.
A gentle wipe with a damp cloth removes any surface dirt. The adhesive feature
returns as soon as the ball is dry. It is important to clean the ball carefully to
retain the stickiness for as long as possible. The stickiness will diminish after
longer periods of training and play.

The surface of the Maxi Grip handball is sticky when you catch the ball, but
when you release it, your hand remains clean with no traces of adhesive. Maxi
Grip is also a solution that does not leave traces on hands or sports floors,
which now enables players who are not allowed to use resin (children, youngsters and players who play in arenas where resin is forbidden) to get the chance
to play with a ball with an adhesive surface.
The sticky surface will raise the game as Maxi Grip enables a better ball game
and a faster pace. A sticky grip is also a benefit for e.g. the pivot player, who typically receives the ball in fast, tight turns, and for practising the complex finishing
skills that i.e. children watch the professionals do.
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Under the Maxi Grip surface, the handball has the well-known and highly
renowned SELECT features. Maxi Grip is a good match- and training ball, which
is made from an HPU material and is available in four sizes. When the stickiness
goes off after a period of time, the player still has a high quality handball.
The ball is completely safe and has been tested by SGS (one of the world’s largest companies within testing and certification) for harmful materials.
The ball is delivered with a unique ball bag, which ensures that the ball remains
sticky as long as possible.
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MAXI GRIP
Training ball. EHF-APPROVED.
A newly developed handball for youngsters with a unique sticky surface that
provides excellent grip around the ball without the need for resin. The surface is
sticky when you catch the ball, but when you release it, your hand remains clean
with no traces of adhesive and the ball does not leave traces on hands or sports
floors. Under the surface, the ball has the well-known and highly renowned
SELECT features. The ball is made of soft and durable HPU material and when
the stickiness goes, the player still has a high quality handball. Tested by SGS
and contains no harmful substances. Available from 01.06.2017.
Size 3, 2, 1, 0

Item no. 163x6xx252
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QUALITY COMES
FROM INSIDE
A SELECT dual bonded handball consists of
seven crucial elements:
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BLADDER

FOAM

2

5
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3
4
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DOUBLE LOCK
VALVE

PU
SURFACE

7

1

6

3
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LINING

STITCHED

7

DUAL
BONDING
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HANDBALLS / COMBO DB 45

DUAL BONDED FOR IMPROVED SOFTNESS
A newly developed method in handball production is ready to be presented: Dual Bonded is
the name - DB in short.
The method is used in our new handball, COMBO
DB. The special feature of this method is that
the ball’s 32 panels are now both stitched together and then glued in the edges. The glue in
the edges is activated in a heat mold to hide and
seal the stitching, which means that the gathering of the 32 panels can not be felt, and the ball
therefore becomes even more round.

Special adhesive
3D printed on top
surface before
stitching
0-10 mm from
edge to center

The ball is constructed with an outer PU material laminated with 2 mm foam and then an extra
inserted 3 mm layer of foam between the surface and the inner bladder.
The bladder in this ball is a reinforced SR bladder with excellent airtightness for increased
stability and controlled bounce. The overall
combination gives the feeling of an incredibly
soft handball with an improved grip.

COMBO DB
Match and training ball. EHF-APPROVED.
A newly developed handball with dual bonded panels - both stitched and glued
together. Extra inserted foam pads between the SR bladder and the PU surface
give the ball an improved grip with great softness. Available from 01.06.2017.
Size 3, 2, 1, 0

Item no. 164x8xx226
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46 HANDBALLS / CLUB SERIES

SCORPIO

2016 model (small photo) will be
supplied until 01.06.2017.

MATCH SOFT

2016 model (small photo) will be
supplied until 01.06.2017.

SOLERA

Match and training ball. EHF-APPROVED.

Match and training ball. EHF-APPROVED.

Training ball. EHF-APPROVED.

Exclusive match ball of the highest quality, made of a newly developed durable
synthetic leather material. The special surface gives the ball its own unique
look. The ball lies amazingly well in the hand - with or without resin. The ball
is hand-sewn.

Exclusive match and training ball made of soft and durable synthetic leather. A
patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness. The
ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin. The ball is hand-sewn.

Popular training ball made of extra soft and durable synthetic leather. A
patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness.
The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin. The ball is handsewn.

Size 3, 2 (2017 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2017)

Size 3, 2, 1 (2017 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2017)

Size 3, 2, 1, 0

Item no. 162x8xx335

Item no. 161x8xx224

Item no. 163x8xx220

MUNDO

SOLERA

ATTACK

MUNDO

Training ball. EHF-APPROVED.

Training ball. EHF-APPROVED.

Training ball. EHF-APPROVED.

Training ball. EHF-APPROVED.

Popular training ball made of extra soft and durable synthetic leather. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball
ensures optimal roundness. The ball feels really great in the
hand - with or without resin. The ball is hand-sewn.

Machine-sewn training ball made of soft and durable synthetic leather. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the
ball ensures optimal roundness. The ball feels really great in
the hand – with or without resin.

Allround ball made of durable synthetic leather with a ZeroWing bladder inside for optimal roundness. The ball has an
improved softer grip and feels great ind the hand - with or
without resin.

Allround ball made of durable synthetic leather with a ZeroWing bladder inside for optimal roundness. The ball has an
improved softer grip and feels great ind the hand - with or
without resin.

Size 3, 2, 1, 0

Size 3, 2, 1, 0

Size 3, 2, 1, 0 (2017 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2017)

Size 3, 2, 1, 0 (2017 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2017)

Item no. 163x8xx209

Item no. 168x8xx230

Item no. 166x8xx446

Item no. 166x8xx996
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2016 model (small photo) will be
supplied until 01.06.2017.

2016 model (small photo) will be
supplied until 01.06.2017.
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SPR WISŁA PŁOCK’S CHOICE
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HANDBALLS / CLUB & STREET SERIES 49

Size 0

Size 1

FUTURE SOFT

PHANTOM

Match and training ball.

Club matches and training. EHF-APPROVED.

Games for everyone and teaching children and youngsters.

Long-lasting children and youngsters ball made of soft and comfortable synthetic leather. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal
roundness. The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin. The
ball is hand-sewn.

Children and youngster’s ball made of a soft, durable rubber material. Can be
used in both the sports arena and on the street thanks to the durable material.
Inside a patented Zero-Wing bladder provides optimum roundness. The ball
is excellent to handle. The material is not suitable for resin. The ball is handsewn. Available from 01.06.2017.

Durable handball for games on all surface types. Extremely soft and squeezable. Doesn’t hurt to catch, and even the smallest hand can throw it, which
means everyone can take part. The ball cannot be dribbled, so it’s important to
pass it on frequently and play as a team - exactly like modern handball today.
The ball is hand-stitched. www.streethandball.org - www.goalcha.com

Size 1, 0

Circumference: 42 cm., 47 cm.

Item no. 16908xx666

Item no. 35909xx641

Size 2, 1, 0, 00

Item no. 165x8xx464

2016 model (small photo) will be
supplied until 01.06.2017.

GOALCHA STREET HANDBALL

Initial style

GOALCHA Street Handball can easily
be squeezed and cuddled and always
returns to its initial form.
The ball is filled with synthetic wool
and needs no air inflation.
For more information visit
www.goalcha.com
www.streethandball.org
Squeezing

LIGHT GRIPPY

CIRCUIT

Club matches and training. EHF-APPROVED.

Improving shot and grip. EHF-APPROVED.

Children and youngsters ball made of extra light and soft synthetic leather. A
patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness. The
ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin. The ball is hand-sewn.

Heavy and solid training ball for strengthening finger muscles and rehabilitation after injury. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures
optimal roundness. The ball is hand-sewn.

Size 1, 0, 00

Size and weight: 3 (800 gr.), 2 (500 gr.), 1 (450 gr.)

Item no. 16907xx240

Item no. 2642858800 (3), 2641854500 (2), 2640850450 (1)
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SPONSORSHIPS IN THE WORLD OF HANDBALL
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SELECT is the world’s largest producer of handballs and official match ball supplier to a wide range of associations, leagues and clubs around the world. All tournaments
by EHF have SELECT as official match ball – including the EHF Champions League and the European Championships. Our ULTIMATE is the official league ball in France,
Poland, Iceland, Norway, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Turkey and Spain and is used by many of the teams in the strong leagues of Germany, Hungary and Denmark. SELECT is
also supplier to the national teams of the Czech Republic, Iceland, Portugal, Chile and Turkey and has been the Danish national team’s preferred ball brand for over 50 years.
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OFFICIAL
MATCH BALLS

Official ball in the best league
Official ball of the national teams (men & women)
ICELAND
Official ball in the best league
HSF - FAROE ISLANDS

Official ball in the best league
GRUNDIG LIGAEN
NORWAY

Official ball in the best women’s league
Official ball of the national teams
LITHUANIA
Official ball of the national teams
DENMARK

Official balls in the best leagues
LFH & LNH - FRANCE

Official ball in the best league
PGNIG SUPERLIGA
POLAND
Official ball in the best league
Official ball of the national teams
CZECH REPUBLIC

Official ball in the best league
ASOBAL - SPAIN
Official ball supplier to the National Handball
Federation Men & Women’s teams.
Official ball for all handball tournaments.
PORTUGAL

Official ball of the national teams
AUSTRIA

Official ball in the best league
SLOVENIA

Official ball in the best 2 leagues (men & women)
Official ball of the national teams
TURKEY
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PORTUGAL’S CHOICE

Photographer: Pedro Alves / FPA
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RESIN PRODUCTS 53

PROFCARE RESIN

SELECT RESIN

RESIN REMOVER

Resin with strong adhesive power specially designed for use with SELECT
handballs. The resin is creamy and has a softer and longer finish between
hand and ball. Provides excellent grip, and a feeling of the ball gliding smoothly from the hand. It’s much easier to use and remove than other types of resins
and pollute significantly less. Profcare Resin is allergy-friendly. Used by many
top clubs and national teams. Recommended and approved by IHF. A special
floor cleaner product is available from Lundtek - www.lundtek.dk

Resin with strong adhesive power specially designed for use with
SELECT handballs. The resin sticks quicker than Profcare Resin, and is suited
to harder balls. Used at absolute top level. Approved by IHF.

Effective removal of all types of resin. Gentle on the hands. Creamy consistency.

Item no. 7620000000 100 ml.
Item no. 7630000000 500 ml.

Item no. 7690275410 500 ml.

Item no. 7021000000 100 ml.
Item no. 7026000000 200 ml.
Item no. 7031000000 500 ml.

HANDBALL CLEANER

RESIN REMOVER - LIQUID

RESIN SPRAY

RESIN WASH

New and innovative gel for cleaning all kinds of handballs for resin.
Cleaning will not damage the ball. A clean ball does not leave black
marks on the floor, which is a big help for hall staf. User instructions: Add the gel on the ball. After two-five hours, depending on the
amount of resin, rinse the ball with warm water - and the resin is gone.

Effective removal of traditional resin.

Traditional resin for handballs, spray.

Item no. 7690000000 100 ml.

Item no. 7610000000 100 ml.

Especially developed for removal of resin stains on clothes.
Very effective. Only removes resin and neither the colour of
the clothes nor the print. Can also be used on handballs.

Item no. 7690300000 1000 ml.

Item no. 7690400000 100 ml.
Item no. 7690500000 500 ml.
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54 HANDBALLS / SOFT SERIES

UNO SOFT

DUO SOFT

DUO SOFT

TRIO SOFT

DUO SOFT BEACH

DUO SOFT BEACH

Games and play - ideal for goal keeping
practice.

Games and play.

Games and play.

Soft rubber handball for children and
youngsters. The ball is easy to catch and
great to throw. Made from safe materials.

Soft rubber handball for children and
youngsters. The ball is easy to catch and
great to throw. Made from safe materials.

Games and play - ideal for goal keeping
practice. IHF-APPROVED.

Games and play on the beach or in the
garden.

Games and play on the beach or in the
garden.

Size 1

Size 0, 00

Item no. 2722950555

Item no. 2722xxx666

3-layered rubber handball for children
and youngsters. The ball is extra soft
and very easy to catch. It is also suitable
to be used for goalkeeper training as it
is relatively soft on the face. Made from
safe materials.

Soft rubber handball for games played
on sand or grass. Suitable for both
children and adults. Made from safe
materials.

Soft rubber handball for games played
on sand or grass. Suitable for both
children and adults. Made from safe
materials.

Size 2

Size 3

Item no. 2723654444

Item no. 2723758666

PLAY SUPER 16

KIDS III

KIDS III

Games and play - ideal for goal keeping
practice.

Games and play.

Games and play.

Specially designed handball for children,
made from hardened foam. Suitable as
a practice ball. Soft, light and durable.
Made from safe materials.

Specially designed handball for children,
made from hardened foam. Suitable as
a practice ball. Soft, light and durable.
Made from safe materials.

Size 00

Size 0

Item no. 2371500969

Item no. 2371400949

Soft rubber ball for young children. The
ball is ideal as the first handball for a toddler as it can be thrown without effort. It
is also suitable to be used for goalkeeper
training as it is relatively soft on the face.
Made from safe materials.
Size 1, 00

Size 0

Item no. 27125xx333

Item no. 2732547777

KIDS SOFT
HANDBALL

KIDS SOFT
HANDBALL

KIDS SOFT
HANDBALL

Games and play.

Games and play.

Games and play.

Soft rubber ball for children and youngsters. Easy to catch and great to throw.
Made from safe materials.

Soft rubber ball for children and youngsters. Easy to catch and great to throw.
Made from safe materials.

Soft rubber ball for children and youngsters. Easy to catch and great to throw.
Made from safe materials.

Foam ball with PU surface. It is also suitable to be used for goalkeeper training as
it is relatively soft on the face. Made from
safe materials.

Size 1

Size 0

Size 00

Size 1

Item no. 2770250222

Item no. 2770147444

Item no. 2770044666

Item no. 2351600000
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56 OTHER BALLS

STREET BASKET

BOOMERANG BALL

PRO SMASH VOLLEY

AMERICAN FOOTBALL

FOAM TENNIS BALLS

Practice - indoor and outdoor.

Games and play.

Training - indoor.

Training and match.

Minitennis.

Traditional basketball made of hard-wearing
rubber.

Rubber ball with string. Wind the band around
the wrist. Throw the ball and the elastic will keep
the ball coming back so you can catch it with the
same hand.

Official size volleyball. Can be used for training in
the school for example. Made of soft and attractive PU micro fibre.

American football made of synthetic leather. Official size.

Foam ball made of a lightweight, soft material.
Size 9 and 12 can be used for playing mini-tennis.

Size Senior (5)

Circumference 20 cm.

Item no. 2144500525

Item no. 2290800666

Item no. 2350900555 Size 9 (27 cm)
Item no. 2351200555 Size 12 (36 cm)

Size 5-6-7

Item no. 205x700610

Size 4

Item no. 8321000777

BEACH VOLLEY

BEACH SOCCER

KIDS VOLLEY

AMERICAN FOOTBALL

PLAY BALLS

Games on the beach.

Games on the beach.

Training - indoor.

Training and match.

Games and play.

Volleyball made of soft and water-resistant material with carbonium structure.

Beach soccer ball made of newly developed water-resistant soft touch material.

American football made of rubber. Official size.

Size 4

Size 5

Foam ball with ”PU skin”. These balls are gentle to the environment and therefore suitable for
children.

Item no. 2144818526

Item no. 0995117554

The ball weighs 100 grams less than a normal
volleyball but in the official size, which enables
children to develop their playing skills. Made of
soft EVA foam.
Size 4

Item no. 2144600205
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Size Senior (5), Junior (3)

Item no. 229x600666

Item no. 2350700666 Size 7 (21 cm)
Item no. 2350900666 Size 9 (27 cm)
Item no. 2351500666 Size 15 (46 cm)
Item no. 2351800666 Size 18 (54 cm)
Item no. 2352100666 Size 21 (65 cm)
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58 BRAZIL MATCH- AND TRAININGWEAR

BRAZIL
PLAYER SHIRT
• 100% micro polyester
• Flat lock seams and double stitched collar
• Wicking Moisture Management System
• Quick-drying, breathable and lightweight
• Comfortable and durable quality
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL
62310xx111

62310xx222

62310xx777

62310xx999

62310xx444

62310xx010

62310xx525

62310xx020

62310xx666

62310xx333

BRAZIL
PLAYER SHORTS
• 100% micro polyester
• Slim and long
• Wicking Moisture Management System
• Quick-drying, breathable and lightweight
• Comfortable and durable quality
• With inner brief
62312xx111

62312xx222

62312xx191

62312xx252

62312xx999

62312xx010

62312xx444

62312xx020

62312xx333

Size 6-8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL

62330xx222

BRAZIL
TRAINING SWEAT
• 100% French Terry polyester
• Dry-wick finish and comfortable inside
• Drawstring hem at bottom
• Perfect for training
62330xx333
62330xx999
62330xx111
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62340xx111

62340xx999

62331xx111

62331xx999

• With hole for thumb

BRAZIL BERMUDA SHORTS

BRAZIL TRAINING PANTS

Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL

• 100% French Terry polyester

• 100% French Terry polyester

• Dry-wick finish and comfortable inside

• Dry-wick finish and comfortable inside

• Pockets with zip

• Slim legs with 30 cm zip

• Without inner brief

• Perfect for training

Size S-M-L-XL-XXL

Size 6-8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL
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60 CHILE MATCH-, TRAINING- AND LEISUREWEAR

CHILE
PLAYER SHIRT
• 100% Dry-Wick polyester
• Breathable, lightweight sports jersey
• Comfortable quality
• Quick-drying
• Sweat-resistant mesh lining
under the arms
Available as long as it is in stock.
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL
62990xx111

62990xx222

62990xx777

62990xx444

62990xx515

62990xx030

62990xx525

62990xx000

62990xx616

62990xx333

CHILE
PLAYER SHORTS
• 100% dry wick polyester
• Comfortable quality
• Quick-drying
• Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the
small of the back
• With inner brief
62992xx111

62992xx222

62992xx191

62992xx252

62992xx030

62992xx444

62992xx000

62992xx333

Available as long as it is in stock.
Size 6-8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL

Black
White
Navy
Blue

6553x0x111
6553x0x000
6553x0x999
6553x0x222

Lightblue
Green
Yellow
Red

6553x0x777
6553x0x444
6553x0x555
6553x0x333

62994xx222

FOOTBALL SOCKS

CHILE
ZIP JACKET

62994xx333

• Leg made of 95% nylon and 5% elastic thread
• Foot made of 85% cotton and
15% nylon

• Track suit jacket in practical material

• Strong and comfortable

• Drawstring hem

Size 28/32-33/36-37/41-42/47

• 100% Dry-Wick polyester
Size 6-8-10-12-14-XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

CHILE PANTS
• Track suit pants in practical material

62994xx111
62994xx444

62994xx000
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62989xx030

• Lightweight shirt

62989xx010

• Ribbed edge and zip at bottom of legs

• Made of 100% polyester

• 100% Dry-Wick polyester

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

Size 6-8-10-12-14-XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
62995xx111

CHILE
PLAYER SHIRT STRIPED

Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL
62989xx020
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CHILE MATCH-, TRAINING- AND LEISUREWEAR 61

CHILE ALLWEATHER JAKKE II
• 100% polyester
• Satin sleeves make it easier to put the
jacket on and take it of
• Wind and waterproof
• Tapered seams
• Detachable hood
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL

62953xx111

62930xx222
62930xx111

CHILE TRAINING SWEAT
• 93% polyester and 7% lycra
• Dry-wick finish and comfortable lining
• Adjustable lace fastening at the bottom
• Perfect for training

CHILE WINDBREAKER

Available as long as it is in stock.
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

• 100% micro polyester
• Adjustable waistband
• Micro fleece collar for optimum comfort
• Hard wearing
• Windproof and water-resistant
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL
62727xx111

62727xx333

62727xx222

62952xx111

ELITE
FOOTBALL SOCKS

CHILE TRAINING PANTS
• 100% polyester

• 100% Nylon

• Quick-drying

• Extra support in the foot
• Extra support round the ankle, which keeps
the shinguards more securely in place
Size 33/36-37/41-42/47
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• Slim legs with 30 cm zip opening
Black 65530xx111
White 65530xx000
Blue 65530xx222

Green 65530xx444
Yellow 65530xx555
Red 65530xx333

Available as long as it is in stock.
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
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62 MEXICO MATCH-, TRAINING- AND LEISUREWEAR

62100xx515

62100xx000

62100xx998

62100xx525

62100xx111

62100xx020

62100xx333

62100xx444

62100xx222

MEXICO PLAYER SHIRT
• 100% polyester Drop needle
• Breathable, lightweight sports jersey
• Comfortable quality
• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating
Short sleeves: Size 4/6-6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
Long sleeves: Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
Photographer: Pedro Alves / FPA
62101xx444

62101xx333

62101xx111

62101xx000

62101xx222

62101xx515

MEXICO PLAYER SHORTS
• 100% polyester Drop needle
• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating
• With inner brief
Size 4-6-8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

62102xx111

62102xx444

62102xx191

62102xx252

62102xx000

Black
White
Navy
Blue
Lightblue
Green
Yellow
Red
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62102xx333

6553x0x111
6553x0x000
6553x0x999
6553x0x222
6553x0x777
6553x0x444
6553x0x555
6553x0x333

62102xx222

FOOTBALL SOCKS
• Leg made of 95% nylon and 5% elastic thread

ELITE FOOOTBALL SOCKS
• 100% Nylon
• Extra support in the foot

• Strong and comfortable

• Extra support round the ankle, which
keeps the shinguards more securely
in place

Size 28/32-33/36-37/41-42/47

Size 33/36-37/41-42/47

• Foot made of 85% cotton and 15% nylon

Black
White
Blue
Green
Yellow
Red

65530xx111
65530xx000
65530xx222
65530xx444
65530xx555
65530xx333
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MEXICO MATCH-, TRAINING- AND LEISUREWEAR 63
62150xx222

MEXICO ALLWEATHER JACKET
• 100% coated nylon
• 100% polyester mesh lining
• Satin lined arms make it easy to put the
jacket on and take it of
• Elasticated hem and sleeves
• Wind and water-resistant
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

62150xx333
62929xx111

62150xx111
62120xx222

62160xx111
62120xx333

62120xx111

MEXICO ZIP JACKET

MEXICO PANTS

• Track suit jacket in practical material

• Track suit trousers in practical material

• Drawstring hem

• 100% polyester

• 100% polyester

• Elastic edge and zip at bottom of legs

Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Size 6-8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL

MEXICO TRAINING SWEAT
• 100% polyester
• 1*1 rib in the sleeves
• Adjustable lace fastening at the bottom
• Perfect for training
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
62140xx111

MEXICO WINDBREAKER

MEXICO TRAINING PANTS

• Adjustable waistband

MEXICO TRAINING
KNICKERS

• Collar in 1*1 rib

• 100% polyester

• Quick-drying and perfect for training

• Hard wearing

• Quick-drying

• Slim legs with 30 cm zip opening

• Windproof and water-resistant

• Perfect for training

• With elasticated calves

Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Size 6-8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

• 100% polyester

62130xx111
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• 100% polyester

62121xx111

Size 6-8-10-12-14-XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
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64 ULTIMATE HANDBALL TEAM WEAR FOR MEN

ULTIMATE
PLAYER SHIRT
• 100% Dry-Wick polyester
• Breathable, lightweight sports jersey
• Comfortable quality
• Quick-drying
• Sweat-resistant mesh lining
under the arms
62850xx333

62850xx000

62850xx777

62850xx999

62850xx555

62850xx444

62850xx222

62850xx111

Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTIMATE
PLAYER SHORTS
• 100% dry wick polyester
• Comfortable quality
• Quick-drying
• Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the
small of the back
• With inner brief
62852xx444

62852xx777

62852xx111

62852xx222

62852xx333

62852xx999

62852xx000

Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

62860xx999

62855xx999
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62855xx777

62855xx333

62855xx444

62855xx222

62860xx111

ULTIMATE
ZIP JACKET

ULTIMATE
TRACK PANTS

• Track suit jacket in practical material

• Track suit pants in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

• Trousers with zip

Size 8-10-12-14-16 -S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Size 8-10-12-14-16 -S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

62855xx111
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ULTIMATE HANDBALL TEAM WEAR FOR WOMEN 65

ULTIMATE PLAYER SHIRT
• 100% Dry-Wick polyester
• Breathable, lightweight sports jersey
• Comfortable quality
• Quick-drying
• Sweat-resistant mesh lining
under the arms
Size XS-S-M-L-XL
62851xx333

62851xx000

62851xx999

62851xx555

62851xx444

62851xx222

62851xx111

62863xx444

62863xx998

ULTIMATE LOGO T-SHIRT
• 60% cotton, 40% polyester
• Good quality - 140 grams

ULTIMATE PLAYER SHORTS

Available as long as it is in stock.
Size XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

• 100% dry wick polyester
• Comfortable quality
• Quick-drying
• Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the
small of the back
• Without inner brief

62853xx444

62853xx111

62853xx222

62853xx333

62853xx999

62853xx000

Size XS-S-M-L-XL

62861xx999

62856xx999
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62856xx777

62856xx333

62856xx444

62856xx222

62856xx111

62861xx111

ULTIMATE
ZIP JACKET

ULTIMATE
TRACK PANTS

• Track suit jacket in practical material

• Track suit pants in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

• Trousers with zip

Size XS-S-M-L-XL

Size XS-S-M-L-XL
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66 ULTIMATE HANDBALL TEAM WEAR UNISEX

ULTIMATE
SWEATSHIRT
UNISEX
• Soft and comfortable quality
• 80% cotton and 20% polyester
• French terry-inside
Turquoise color: Available as long as it is in
stock.
62870xx222

62870xx666

62870xx777

62870xx333

Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Black 65511xx111
Grey 65511xx990
White 65511xx000

Black 65510xx111
Grey 65510xx990
White 65510xx000

ULTIMATE SWEAT
PANTS UNISEX

ULTIMATE SPORTS
SOCKS UNISEX

ULTIMATE SPORTS
SOCKS UNISEX

• Soft and comfortable quality

• Soft and durable sports socks

• Soft and durable sports socks

• 80% cotton and 20% polyester

• 43% cotton, 27% polypropylene
25% polyester og 5% elastic thread

• 43% cotton, 27% polypropylene
25% polyester og 5% elastic thread

• Long model

• Short model

Size 32-35, 36-40, 41-45, 46-48

Size 32-35, 36-40, 41-45, 46-48

6287101111

• French terry-inside

Size 6-8-10-12-14-16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
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ITALY MATCH- AND TRAININGWEAR 67

ITALY
PLAYER SHIRT
• 100% eye-let polyester
• Wicking and quick-drying
• Leaves the skin cool and dry
• Does not cling to the skin
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL
62410xx111

62410xx222

62410xx444

62410xx555

62410xx000

62410xx333

ITALY
PLAYER SHORTS
• 100% eye-let polyester
• Wicking and quick-drying
• Leaves the skin cool and dry
• Does not cling to the skin
• Without inner brief
62412xx111

Black
White
Navy

6553x0x111
6553x0x000
6553x0x999

62412xx222

62412xx444

Blue
6553x0x222
Lightblue 6553x0x777
Green
6553x0x444

Yellow
Red

62412xx000

6553x0x555
6553x0x333

62412xx000

Size 6-8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL

Black 65530xx111
White 65530xx000

Blue 65530xx222
Green 65530xx444

Yellow 65530xx555
Red 65530xx333

FOOTBALL SOCKS

ELITE FOOTBALL SOCKS

• Leg made of 95% nylon and 5% elastic thread

• 100% Nylon

• Foot made of 85% cotton and 15% nylon

• Extra support in the foot

• Strong and comfortable

• Extra support round the ankle, which keeps the shinguards
more securely in place

Size 28/32-33/36-37/41-42/47
Size 33/36-37/41-42/47
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68 GOALKEEPER CLOTHING

62321xx444

62320xx444

62320xx666

62321xx666

BRAZIL GOALKEEPER SHORTS
• 100% micro polyester

BRAZIL GOALKEEPER SHIRT

• Slim and long

• 100% micro polyester

• Quick-drying, breathable and lightweight

• Flat lock seams and double stitched collar

• Comfortable and durable quality

• Wicking Moisture Management System

• With inner brief

• Quick-drying, breathable and lightweight
• Comfortable and durable quality

• Wicking Moisture Management System

Size 6-8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL

Size 6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL

MADRID
GOALKEEPER SHORTS II

65529xx445

65529xx666

• 100% polyester

FOOTBALL SOCKS

• Very strong quality

• Leg made of 95% nylon and 5% elastic thread

• Padding on the hips

• Foot made of 85% cotton and 15% nylon

• For football

Available as long as it is in stock.
Size 6-8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL

• Strong and comfortable
Size 28/32-33/36-37/41-42/47

62211xx111
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TRAINING- AND LEISUREWEAR 69

62901xxxxx

62908xx111

62902xx111

62904xx111

INTER
PADDED JACKET

CHIEVO
PADDED VEST

SANTANDER
COACH JACKET

SANTANDER
COACH TROUSERS

• Outer and inner material in 100% polyester

• Outer and inner material in 100% shiny
polyester

• Outer material of 100% coated nylon, padded
and lined with polyester

• Outer material 100% polyamide

• With hoodie and ribbed lining
• Lightweight and practical

• Ribbed lining

• Micro fleece collar for optimal comfort

• Trouser leg zip

• Elasticated hem and sleeves

• Lightweight and practical

• Micro fleece pockets and lower back

• Two side pockets with zips

• Elasticated hem and sleeves

• Detachable hood

• Two side pockets with zips

• Storm cuffs

Available as long as it is in stock.

Size 10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

• Padded, polyester lining

Size 10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL-XXXXL
60101xx111

6281200111

FIRENZE T-SHIRT II

HAT

PLAYER GLOVES

• Made of 100% polyester

• 92% cotton and 8% lycra

• 95% nylon and 5% spandex

• Leaves your skin cool and dry

• Soft and comfortable

• Silicone print on the inside ensures safe
grip on the ball when catching

• Quick-drying and sweat-transporting
• Does not cling to your skin
62933xx222
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62933xx111

Size One size
Size XXS-XS-S-M-L-XL

Size 4/6-6/8-10/12-14/16-S-M-L-XL-XXL
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70 LEISUREWEAR FOR MEN

WILLIAM HOODIE
• 65% cotton - 35% polyester
• Robust quality - 300 grams
• Soft, brushed inner lining
• Kangaroo pocket
Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16 (Only black and navy)

62650xx111

62650xx999

62650xx990

62650xx333

WILLIAM ZIP HOODIE
• 65% cotton - 35% polyester
• Robust quality - 300 grams
• Soft, brushed inner lining
• Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip
Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16 (Only black and navy)

62620xx999

62620xx990

62620xx333

62620xx111

WILLIAM ZIP JACKET
• 65% cotton - 35% polyester
• Robust quality - 300 grams
• Soft, brushed inner lining
• Pockets with zips
• YKK zip
Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

62630xx333
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62630xx999
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LEISUREWEAR FOR MEN 71

WILLIAM POLO
• 100% cotton pique
• Classic basic polo
• Ribbed details on collar and arms
• Robust quality - 230 grams
Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

62610xx999

62610xx990

62610xx333

62610xx000

62610xx111

WILLIAM T-SHIRT
• T-shirt in 100% cotton
• Good quality - 180 grams
Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
Size 6/8-10/12-14/16 (Only black and navy)

62600xx111

62600xx990

62600xx999

62600xx000

62600xx333

WILLIAM PANTS
• 65% cotton - 35% polyester
• Robust quality - 300 grams
• Soft, brushed inner lining
• Ribbed bottom
Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
Size 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 (Only black and navy)

62640xx999
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72 LEISUREWEAR FOR WOMEN

WILMA ZIP HOODIE
• 65% cotton - 35% polyester
• Robust quality - 300 grams
• Soft, brushed inner lining
• Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip
Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

62621xx111

62621xx999

62621xx990

62621xx333

WILMA POLO
• 100% cotton pique
• Classic basic polo
• Ribbed details on collar and arms
• Robust quality - 230 grams
Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

62611xx990

62611xx111

62611xx000

62611xx333

62611xx999

62641xx990
62641xx111

WILMA T-SHIRT
• T-shirt in 100% cotton

62641xx999

• Good quality - 180 grams

WILMA PANTS

Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

• 65% cotton - 35% polyester
• Robust quality - 300 grams
• Soft, brushed inner lining

62601xx999
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62601xx333

62601xx990

62601xx000

62601xx111

Size S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
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GOALKEEPER
GLOVES
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AN ANATOMICAL
WORK OF ART
With the aid of an Anatomical Fit System the gloves have been designed with a slight
bend according to the natural gripping position of the hand. Thus ensuring comfort,
ﬂexibility and movement of the glove in time with the speed of the ﬁngers.
The top model 88 PRO GRIP has an elastic insert between the index ﬁnger and thumb
for optimal freedom of movement. The back of the hand consists of 3 mm deep, embossed soft latex making the glove soft and ﬂexible. A wide wrist strap allows a feeling
of stability and safety in the wrist.
The most important thing of all is of course, the palm. 3mm NOVA Grip Latex guarantees a perfect grip in all weather conditions.
Negative Cut is another glove cut - also made of latex to provide constant latex contact between the hand and the ball. The soft inner material provides optimum comfort,
increases the glove’s ﬂexibility and ensures minimal water absorption when playing in
wet weather.

1

2

3

4

AIRPRENE FOR
VENTILATION

ELASTIC
INSERT

NOVA GRIP
LATEX

DEEP
EMBOSSED
SOFT LATEX

3
2
4

1

5

PERSONALIZE YOUR GLOVES

5

On all the gloves in our range, we have made space
to print a name on the wide latex strap. Contact your
local distributor for details.
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Types of cuts

Negative Cut
A popular glove cut choice that reminds of Flat
Cut. This style of cut also has gussets between
the palm and the backhand. The gussets of the
88 glove are also made of latex like gloves with
Roll Finger Cut giving constant latex contact
between the glove and the ball. Negative Cut
fits snugger and the fingers are held in place
giving optimal ball contact when catching. This
is the most common cut among professionals.

Flat Cut
Traditional glove cut with a flat palm construction providing a larger area of contact and making the glove more flexible. This style of glove
typically fits looser than many other styles with
more room for the fingers. Flat Cut is the most
popular cut used for finger protection gloves.

Roll Finger Cut
The palm is attached directly to the backhand,
which results in the latex rolled or wrapped
around the fingers. This cut fits snugger than
Flat Cut and has the best ball contact as the
cut ensures that latex is always in contact with
the ball when catching or throwing. As a result
many consider this to provide better ”feel”
when catching.

Latex technology

Dura Grip
Soft and strong latex for all weather conditions. The latex has a long life, which makes it
suitable for both training and match.

Protec System
With detachable finger support for shotblocking stability.

Nova Grip
New latex covered hand surface. Our best
yet. Provides superb grip in dry weather and
a significantly improved grip in wet weather
compared with other types of latex. Ideal for
professional gloves.
Soft Contact
The special composition of glue mixed with
latex ensures a strong and reliable grip in all
weather conditions. Used for professional
match gloves.
Super Soft
Very soft and durable latex. Well-suited to all
types of weather. Provides a good grip and
optimum contact with the ball. Used for professional match gloves.
New Basic
Latex palm provides a good grip. Suitable for
all weather conditions. Durable latex with a
fantastic grip that makes it suitable for both
training and match.
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Ultra Pro
Soft and hard-wearing latex which has been
specially developed for our best youth gloves.
Suitable for all weather conditions. Combines
durability with a fantastic grip.
Flexion Grip
Durable latex developed for youth gloves.
Suitable for all weather conditions.

Flex Control
Elastic insert for greater mobility and a flexible
thumb.
Opti W-Support
A wrist bandage and a wrist frame of foam
enable quick, easy and secure fit and also
provide support to the wrist.

Softy
Soft and durable latex - suitable for all weather conditions.

Glove technology
Anatomical Fit System
Ensures that the glove is anatomically designed
to suit a normal hand.

Glove size
Measure the length
of the hand as
shown and find
suggested sizes in
the chart to the right.

SIZE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12

HAND LENGTH
13 cm
13.5 cm
14 cm
15 cm
15.5 cm
16 cm
16.5 cm
17 cm
18 cm
18.5 cm
19 cm
19.5 cm
20 cm
20.5 cm
21 cm
21.5 cm
22 cm
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GOALKEEPER GLOVES 77

88 PRO GRIP

99 HAND GUARD

99 HAND GUARD

Professional light weight match gloves.

Professional match gloves.

Professional match gloves.

3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and flexible glove. New 3mm
NOVA Grip Latex guarantees a perfect grip in all weathers. The inner Airprene
material provides optimum comfort, increases the glove’s flexibility and ensures
minimal water absorption when playing in wet weather. The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is designed according to the hand’s natural
grip position. Negative Cut. A wide latex strap provides greater support to the
wrist and ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and flexible glove. 3 mm Soft
Contact Latex for perfect grip in all kinds of weather. Protec System with replaceable guards for reinforcement and protection of the fingers. The fingers
have mesh on the sides which ensures good air circulation. The Anatomical Fit
System ensures optimum fit as the glove is designed according to the hand’s
natural grip position. Flat Cut. A wide latex strap provides greater support to the
wrist and ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and flexible glove. 3 mm Soft
Contact Latex for perfect grip in all kinds of weather. Protec System with replaceable guards for reinforcement and protection of the fingers. The fingers
have mesh on the sides which ensures good air circulation. The Anatomical Fit
System ensures optimum fit as the glove is designed according to the hand’s
natural grip position. Flat Cut. A wide latex strap provides greater support to the
wrist and ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

Size 7-8-8½-9-9½-10-10½-11-12

Size 8-8½-9-9½-10-10½-11-12

Size 8-8½-9-9½-10-10½-11-12

Item no. 60188xx940

Item no. 60199xx930

Item no. 60199xx350

77 SUPER
GRIP

Available as long as it is in stock.

77 SLIM FIT

55 XTRA
FORCE

33 ALLROUND

Professional match gloves.

Professional match gloves.

Training and match gloves.

Training and match gloves.

3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and flexible
glove. 3 mm Super Soft Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds
of weather. The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit
as the glove is designed according to the hand’s natural grip
position. Roll Finger Cut. A wide latex strap provides greater
support to the wrist and ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and flexible glove. 3 mm Super Soft Latex ensures a perfect grip in all
kinds of weather. The fingers have mesh on the sides which
ensures good air circulation. By its tight-fitted shape the Anatomical Slim Fit System ensures optimum ball control and
flexibility.Flat Cut. A wide latex strap provides greater support
to the wrist and ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

3mm New Basic Latex - specially suitable for use on artificial
turf. The fingers have mesh on the sides which ensures good
air circulation.The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit
as the glove is designed according to the hand’s natural grip
position. Flat Cut. A wide latex strap provides greater support
to the wrist and ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

3 mm Dura Grip Latex ensures good grip and durability. The
Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is designed according to the hand’s natural grip position. Roll Finger
Cut. A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist
and ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

Size 7-8-8½-9-9½-10-10½-11

Size 7-8-8½-9-9½-10-10½-11

Item no. 60177xx250

Item no. 60377xx230
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Size 7-8-8½-9-9½-10-10½-11

Item no. 60155xx156

Size 5-6-7-8-8½-9-9½-10-11

Item no. 60133xx260
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78 GOALKEEPER GLOVES

34 PROTEC

88 KIDS

88 KIDS

Training gloves.

Training and match gloves for children.

Training and match gloves for children.

3 mm Dura Grip Latex ensures good grip and durability. Fixed guards for reinforcement and protection of the fingers. The Anatomical Fit System ensures
optimum fit as the glove is designed according to the hand’s natural grip position. Flat Cut. A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

3 mm Ultra Pro Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of weather. The fingers
have mesh on the sides which ensures good air circulation. The Anatomical Fit
System ensures optimum fit as the glove is designed according to the hand’s
natural grip position. Flat Cut. The slit-like wrist closure makes putting on the
glove easy and provides good freedom of movement.

3 mm Ultra Pro Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of weather. The fingers
have mesh on the sides which ensures good air circulation. The Anatomical Fit
System ensures optimum fit as the glove is designed according to the hand’s
natural grip position. Flat Cut. The slit-like wrist closure makes putting on the
glove easy and provides good freedom of movement.

Size 5-6-7-8-8½-9-9½-10-11

Size 3-4-5-6-7

Size 3-4-5-6-7

Item no. 60134xx206

Item no. 60288xx940

Item no. 60288xx026

Available as long as it is in stock.

22 FLEXI GRIP

04 HAND
GUARD

03 YOUTH

33 FUTSAL
LIGA

Training gloves.

Training and match gloves for children.

Training and match gloves for children.

Training and match gloves.

3 mm new Softy latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of
weather. The fingers have mesh on the sides which ensures
good air circulation.The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is designed according to the hand’s
natural grip position. Flat Cut. A wide latex strap provides
greater support to the wrist and ensures quick, easy and
correct adjustment.

3 mm Flexion Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of
weather. Fixed guards for reinforcement and protection
of the fingers. The fingers have mesh on the sides which
ensures good air circulation.The Anatomical Fit System
ensures optimum fit as the glove is designed according to
the hand’s natural grip position. Flat Cut. The slit-like wrist
closure makes putting on the glove easy and provides good
freedom of movement.

3 mm Flexion Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of
weather. The fingers have mesh on the sides which ensures
good air circulation.The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is designed according to the hand’s
natural grip position. Flat Cut. The slit-like wrist closure
makes putting on the glove easy and provides good freedom of movement.

3 mm Dura Grip Latex ensures good grip and good durability. The fingertips are free in order to provide optimum ball
control at the start of the game. Flat Cut. A wide latex strap
provides greater support to the wrist and ensures quick,
easy and correct adjustment.

Size 5-6-7-8-9-10-11

Item no. 60122xx630
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Size 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7

Item no. 60104xx930

Size 0-1-2-3-4-5-6

Size 5-6-7-8-9-10-11

Item no. 60933xx640

Item no. 60103xx250
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SHIN GUARDS
& FOOTWEAR
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80 SHIN GUARDS, FOOTBALL BOOTS AND INDOOR SHOES

HIGH SAFE

HIGH SAFE

GALLARDO YELLOW

GALLARDO NAVY

Classic shin guards. Flexible with strong polypropylene
inserts ensuring effective protection. Extra ankle protection
and Velcro closure.

Classic shin guards. Flexible with strong polypropylene
inserts ensuring effective protection. Extra ankle protection
and Velcro closure. Available as long as it is in stock.

All-round boots for children. Lightweight boots with excellent fitting and comfort. Rubber sole with fixed studs.
Available as long as it is in stock.

All-round boots for children. Lightweight boots with excellent fitting and comfort. Rubber sole with fixed studs. Available as long as it is in stock.

Size XXS, XS, S, M, L

Size XXS, XS, S, M, L

Size 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34

Item no. 59527xx964

Item no. 64730xx929

Item no. 64730xx252

Item no. 59301xx151

Size 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34

Item no. 59300xx964
Size 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 33, 34

STANDARD

GUARD STAYS

BENFICA

BENFICA

Lightweight shin guards with shell and EVA foam. Double
Velcro closure ensures a perfect fit.

A clever and simple accessory as an alternative to tape.
Helps to keep the shin guard in place.

Size XS, S, M, L

One size.

All-round indoor shoe. Made from a combination of a soft
PU material and mesh. Good fit and comfort. Available as
long as it is in stock.

All-round indoor shoe. Made from a combination of a soft
PU material and mesh. Good fit and comfort. Available as
long as it is in stock.

Item no. 64622xx424

Item no. 7790200111

Size 35, 36, 40, 44, 45, 46

Size 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34

Item no. 58118xx106

Item no. 58118xx106
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SPORTS
SUPPORTS
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PROTECTION
WITHOUT
COMPROMISE
PROFCARE Sports Supports cover every need of both elite and
fitness level athletes.
The elastic range with basic supports is used for supporting minor
injuries and the wide neoprene range helps to prevent injuries by
having the right amount of warmth and support as well as alleviating pain caused by old injuries.
Our neoprene supports are made in a simple and functional
design of superlative quality. The specially constructed shape fits
instantly to the anatomy of the body, and the series comprises of
products that can be used all over the body including the ankle,
calf, knee, thigh, groin, elbow and shoulder. PROFCARE Neoprene
Supports are used by a large number of handball players and
clubs playing at top international level.
An innovative series of supports with kinesiological effect and
compression has also been developed and added to this category. Several players in the world of handball already use PROFCARE
Compression Supports, and a number of other professional
athletes in sports like badminton, basketball, tennis and golf find
advantages in our innovation.
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PROFCARE COMPRESSION SUPPORTS WITH KINESIOLOGICAL EFFECT 83

6650 COMPRESSION ELBOW
SUPPORT - HANDBALL

6651 COMPRESSION ELBOW
SUPPORT - HANDBALL YOUTH

Made of 82% polyamide and 18% spandex. 3-way shockabsorbing EVA pad with outer Armortec material ensures
optimal protection and freedom of movement. Grippy
silicone pattern on the inside with kinesiological effect.
Increases blood flow for more energy in the calf and easier
recovery. 4-way stretch for mobility and comfort. Practical
for use in warm arenas, since the sweat does not run down
the hand and weakens the grip on the ball in handball.

Made of 82% polyamide and 18% spandex. Lightweight
and with shock-absorbing Hyper Foam pad with Armortec
outer material for optimal protection and movement. Grippy silicone pattern on the inside with kinesiological effect.
Increases blood flow for more energy in the calf and easier
recovery. 4-way stretch for mobility and comfort. Practical
for use in warm arenas, since the sweat does not run down
the hand and weakens the grip on the ball in handball.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size S/M, L/XL

Item no. 56650xx111

Item no. 56651xx111

6407 COMPRESSION SHORTS

6350 COMPRESSION THIGH

Made of 82% polyamide and 18% spandex. Grippy silicone
pattern on the inside with kinesiological effect. Increases blood flow for more energy and easier recovery. 4-way
stretch for mobility and comfort.

Made of 82% polyamide and 18% spandex. Grippy silicone pattern on the inside with kinesiological effect. Increases blood flow for more energy in the thigh and easier
recovery. 4-way stretch for mobility and comfort.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56407xx111

Item no. 56350xx111

6610 COMPRESSION SLEEVE
Specially developed compression sleeve
made of 82% polyamide and 18% spandex. A “grippy” silicone pattern on the
inside of the sleeve has a kinesiological
effect that increases the blood flow, which
results in more energy in the arm and
easier recovery during and after training
and matches. A 4-way stretch provides

Size XS, S, M, L, XL

Item no. 56610xx111 Black
Item no. 56610xx000 White
Item no. 56610xx333 Red
Item no. 56610xx222 Blue

6252 COMPRESSION KNEE
SUPPORT

6150 CALF COMPRESSION
SUPPORT

Made of 82% polyamide and 18% spandex. Grippy silicone pattern on the inside with kinesiological effect. Increases blood flow for more energy and easier recovery.
4-way stretch for mobility and comfort.

Made of 82% polyamide and 18% spandex. Grippy silicone pattern on the inside with kinesiological effect. Increases blood flow for more energy in the calf and easier
recovery. 4-way stretch for mobility and comfort. Delivered
in sets of two.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56252xx111
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increased mobility and comfort. Practical
to play with in warm halls, as the sweat
does not run into the hands and thus does
not disturb the grip on the ball in handball. Developed in close collaboration with
the Norwegian national handball player,
Håvard Tvedten. Delivered in sets of two.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL

Item no. 56150xx111
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THE FUTURE OF
COMPRESSION
SUPPORT
All our compression supports have a ”grippy” silicone pattern on the
inside, which gives them a kinesiological effect and therefore increases
the blood flow. This provides more energy and a better restitution both
during and after match and training.

Visible, green marking on the outside for
correct placement of the silicone pattern
on the inside.

The polyamide and spandex fiber in the compression supports is a lightweight fiber with excellent strength and abrasion resistance. It has very
good elasticity and good resiliency. Because of the lycra spandex, the
fabric easily returns to its original shape, and the special knitting of the
fabric provides high compression and helps to normalize the conditions
in the muscles.
The inside silicon pattern is placed with consideration to the muscle
anatomy. The compression supports keep the muscles stable and prevent vibrations damage in the muscle tissue, and the flat seam construction is strong and avoids any irritations.

”Grippy” silicone pattern on the inside,
which gives them a kinesiological effect.
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86 PROFCARE NEOPRENE SUPPORTS

6603 ELBOW SUPPORT WITH
SPLINTS
Elbow Support in 4 mm and 3 mm SBR-neoprene. Prevents
elbow hyperextension injury and minimising the risk of injuries generally. The support is easily adjusted into place by
using the traversing straps.
Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6702 WRIST SUPPORT
Wrist Support in 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth
and support. It stabilises and provides relief from pain
caused by light strains and inflammation of the hand or
underarm.
Size One size

Item no. 5670202111

Item no. 56603xx111

6600 ELBOW SUPPORT

6700 WRIST SUPPORT

6701 WRIST SUPPORT

6500 SHOULDER SUPPORT

Elbow Support with back in 4 mm SBR-neoprene providing
optimal warmth effect and front in 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene
ensuring flexibility in the joint. Offers warmth and support
to the elbow. Suitable for strains and to minimize risk of
future injuries.

Wrist Support made of 4 mm SBR-neoprene with double
velcro-closure that ensures optimal support and provides
warmth and relief to the wrist. Placing the 3,8 cm velcro-closure closest to the wrist will increase the support
and reduce the flexibility. Placing the 2,5 cm velcro-closure
closest to the wrist will increase flexibility and reduce support.

Wrist Support made from 4 mm SBR-neoprene with builtin splint. The support heats and compresses and supports
the wrist when there is a lot of strain on it. Choose between
left and right.

Shoulder Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene with optimal fit.
Provides warmth and pain relief around the shoulder joint.
To be used for overloaded shoulder or during rehabilitation.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56600xx111

Size XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Size XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Item no. 56701xx111 Left
Item no. 56701xx333 Right

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

Item no. 56500xx111

Item no. 56700xx111
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PROFCARE NEOPRENE SUPPORTS AND THERMAL TROUSERS 87

6400 THERMAL TROUSERS

6400 THERMAL TROUSERS

6400 THERMAL TROUSERS

6400 THERMAL TROUSERS

Thermal trousers made from 1.5 mm SBR-neoprene. Optimum fit gives heat and support and is suitable for prevention
against problems in the groin area and various muscle damages. The trousers are reversible with two colour options.

Thermal trousers made from 1.5 mm SBR-neoprene. Optimum fit gives heat and support and is suitable for prevention
against problems in the groin area and various muscle damages. The trousers are reversible with two colour options.

Thermal trousers made from 1.5 mm SBR-neoprene. Optimum fit gives heat and support and is suitable for prevention
against problems in the groin area and various muscle damages. The trousers are reversible with two colour options.

All three versions of the thermal trousers have the color
black on the opposite side.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56400xx212 black/blue

Item no. 56400xx131 black/red

Item no. 56400xx010 black/white

6410 BACK SUPPORT

6411 BACK SUPPORT
WITH SPLINTS

6401 THERMAL TROUSERS
WITH LYCRA

6420 GOALKEEPER PANTS FOOTBALL

4 mm SBR-neoprene back support. Provides warmth, stability and pain relief for muscles of the back and loin. The
support comes with removable splints and straps for added
support.

Thermal trousers made from 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene and lycra.
Optimum fit gives heat and support. The trousers are very
suitable for indoor use.

Goalkeeper pants in 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene with optimal
fit and special EVA-reinforcements on the hips protects
against blows or falls. Provides warmth and support. Suitable to minimize risk of groin- and other muscle injuries.

Back Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth,
stability and pain-relief for muscles in the back and loin.
Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56410xx111

Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56411xx111
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Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56401xx111

Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56420xx111
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88 PROFCARE NEOPRENE SUPPORTS

6206 KNEE SUPPORT VOLLEYBALL

6207 KNEE SUPPORT FOR
JUMPER’S KNEE

Comfortable and flexible polyester and spandex knee support. The exterior of the pad is made of a strong heat-resistant material, and the shock-absorbing EVA Hyper foam
protects against blows and falls. The open back design
eliminates bunching behind the knee.

Knee support in 4-mm SBR neoprene. Optimum relief for
Schlatter’s and jumper’s knee. Also provides warmth and
support to the knee. Back in perforated neoprene increases
flexibility and breathability.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56206xx111

6205 KNEE SUPPORT WITH
LARGE PAD
Knee Support made from 4 mm SBR-neoprene and 4 mm
perforated SBR-neoprene that gives heat and support.
Shock-absorbent EVA-pad with Armortec outer material
protects angainst blows and shock. The back side is made
from perforated neoprene which increases the flexibility and
the breathability.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56207xx111

6300 THIGH SUPPORT

6100 ANKLE SUPPORT

6110 CALF SUPPORT

Thigh Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth,
support and increases blood flow. Suitable after strains and
for rehabilitation of both front and back of thigh. Minimizes
risk of future injuries.

Ankle Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth,
support and pain relief to the ankle joint.
Size XS (35-37), S (37-39), M (39-41), L (1-43), XL (43-46)

Calf Support with front in 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene and back
in 4 mm SBR-neoprene ensuring considerable warmth to
the calf as well as good support. Increases blood circulation
which helps soothe strains and over-exertions.

Item no. 56100xx111

Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56300xx111

Item no. 56110xx111

Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56205xx111
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6202 KNEE SUPPORT HANDBALL UNISEX

6202W KNEE SUPPORT HANDBALL WOMEN

Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene with anatomical shape to ensure optimal fit. Backside in perforated
SBR-neoprene increases flexibility and breathability. Provides warmth and support. EVA shock-absorbing pad with
outer fabric of strong and heat-durable Armortec protects
against blows or falls.

Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene with anatomical shape to ensure optimal fit. Backside in perforated
SBR-neoprene increases flexibility and breathability. Provides warmth and support. EVA shock-absorbing pad with
outer fabric of strong and heat-durable Armortec protects
against blows or falls.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL

Item no. 56202xx111

Item no. 56202xx999

6204 KNEE SUPPORT
WITH SIDE SPLINTS

6291 COMPRESSION KNEE
SUPPORT - HANDBALL YOUTH

6250 COMPRESSION KNEE
SUPPORT - UNISEX

6251W COMPRESSION KNEE
SUPPORT - WOMEN

Knee Support made from 4 mm SBR-neoprene that gives
heat and support. Opening at the kneecap eases the tension on the kneecap. Wrap-around method ensures a continuously good individual fit. Four Velcro straps give better
support. The aluminium splints can be adjusted slightly at
the ends by bending them.

Made of 80% polyamide and 20% spandex. Lightweight
and with a 4-way stretch for mobility and comfort. Shockabsorbing EVA pad with Armortec outer material for optimal
protection. Delivered in sets of two.

Made of 80% polyamide and 20% spandex. Lightweight
and with a 4-way stretch for mobility and comfort. Shockabsorbing EVA pad with Armortec outer material for optimal
protection.

Made of 80% polyamide and 20% spandex. Lightweight
and with a 4-way stretch for mobility and comfort. Shockabsorbing EVA pad with Armortec outer material for optimal
protection.

Size S, M, L, XL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL

Item no. 56291xx111

Item no. 56250xx111

Item no. 56251xx111

Size XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

6200 KNEE SUPPORT
Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth
and support to the knee. Back in perforated neoprene increases flexibility and breathability.
Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56200xx111

6201 OPEN PATELLA
KNEE SUPPORT
Open Patella Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth and support to the knee. Back in perforated
neoprene increases flexibility and breathability. Especially suitable for athletes who must avoid direct pressure on
knee-cap. Aching tendons around the kneecap or pain from
damaged cartilage on the inside of the patella are often relieved by using this type of knee support.
Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56201xx111

Item no. 56204xx111
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90 PROFCARE COMPRESSION T-SHIRTS AND TIGHTS

6900 COMPRESSION T-SHIRT
WITH SHORT SLEEVES (S/S)

6900 COMPRESSION T-SHIRT
WITH SHORT SLEEVES (S/S)

6406W COMPRESSION
TIGHTS - WOMEN

6405 COMPRESSION TIGHTS
- MEN

Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane.
4-way stretch that provides greater mobility and comfort.
The T-shirt’s antimicrobial properties prevent the formation
of any odour. The flat stitch makes it extremely comfortable
to wear.

Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane.
4-way stretch that provides greater mobility and comfort.
The T-shirt’s antimicrobial properties prevent the formation
of any odour. The flat stitch makes it extremely comfortable
to wear.

Made of 80% Polyamide and 20% Elasthane with anatomical fit. Warmth and support. 4-way stretch improves mobility and comfort. Minimize the risk of future injuries. Moisture
wicking mesh insert on the lower back.

Made of 80% Polyamide and 20% Elasthane with anatomical fit. Warmth and support. 4-way stretch improves mobility and comfort. Minimize the risk of future injuries. Moisture
wicking mesh insert on the lower back.

Size S, M, L, XL

Size 8-10-12-14-S-M-L-XL-XXL

Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56900xx111

Item no. 56900xx000

Item no. 56406xx111

Item no. 56405xx111

6902 COMPRESSION SHIRT WITH LONG SLEEVES (L/S)
Compression shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane.
4-way stretch that provides greater mobility and comfort.
The shirt’s antimicrobial properties prevent the formation of
any odour. The flat stitch makes it extremely comfortable to
wear. Anatomic fit with thumb support.
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Size 10/12, 14/16, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56902XX111 Black
Item no. 56902XX222 Blue
Item no. 56902XX444 Green

Item no. 56902XX333 Red
Item no. 56902XX000 White
Item no. 56902XX555 Yellow
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PROFCARE COMPRESSION SHORTS 91

6402 COMPRESSION
SHORTS

6402 COMPRESSION
SHORTS

6402 COMPRESSION
SHORTS

6402 COMPRESSION
SHORTS

Compression shorts made from 80% polyamide and 20%
spandex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk
of injury. A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and
comfort. The flat seam makes the compression shorts very
comfortable to wear.

Compression shorts made from 80% polyamide and 20%
spandex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk
of injury. A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and
comfort. The flat seam makes the compression shorts
very comfortable to wear.

Compression shorts made from 80% polyamide and 20%
spandex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk
of injury. A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and
comfort. The flat seam makes the compression shorts very
comfortable to wear.

Compression shorts made from 80% polyamide and 20%
spandex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk
of injury. A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and
comfort. The flat seam makes the compression shorts very
comfortable to wear.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56402xx000

Item no. 56402xx222

Item no. 56402xx444

Item no. 56402xx333

6402 COMPRESSION
SHORTS

6402W COMPRESSION
SHORTS - WOMEN

6402W COMPRESSION
SHORTS - WOMEN

6421 COMPRESSION
SHORTS WITH PADS

Compression shorts made from 80% polyamide and 20%
spandex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk
of injury. A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and
comfort. The flat seam makes the compression shorts very
comfortable to wear.

Compression shorts made from 80% polyamide and 20%
spandex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk
of injury. A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and
comfort. The flat seam makes the compression shorts very
comfortable to wear.

Compression shorts made from 80% polyamide and 20%
spandex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk
of injury. A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and
comfort. The flat seam makes the compression shorts very
comfortable to wear.

Compression shorts in 80% polyamide and 20% spandex.
With pads on the hips, thighs and tailbone that protect
against blows and falls on hard surfaces. 4-way stretch that
provides greater mobility and comfort. The flat stitch makes
the compression shorts extremely comfortable to wear.

Size 8-10-12-14-XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size S, M, L, XL

Size S, M, L, XL

Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

Item no. 56402xx111

Item no. 56403xx111

Item no. 56403xx000

Item no. 56421xx111
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PROFCARE ELASTIC SUPPORTS 93

ELASTIC ELBOW SUPPORT

ELASTIC WRIST SUPPORT

ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT

For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

Size S, M, L, XL

One size

Size S, M, L, XL

Item no. 70572xx111

Item no. 7057402111

Item no. 70570xx111

ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT
WITH HOLE FOR KNEE CAP
For the support and relief of muscles and joints. The hole
ensures that no pressure is put on the knee cap.
Size S, M, L, XL

Item no. 70569xx111

ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT
WITH PAD

ELASTIC THIGH SUPPORT

ELASTIC ANKLE SUPPORT

For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

Knee support with padded knee pad. Delivered in sets of
two.

Size S, M, L, XL

Size S, M, L, XL

Item no. 70576xx111

Item no. 70561xx111

TENNIS-, GOLF- AND MOUSE
ELBOW SUPPORT

Size XS, S, M, L

With double pressure points. Relieves overloading of the
muscle curve under the elbow. Provides concentrated
pressure over the muscle curve and thereby relieves the
tendon attachment of the forearm muscles.

Item no. 70571xx111

One size

Item no. 7032202111
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94 PROFCARE / DONJOY SUPPORTS

ANKLE SUPPORT 2-PARTS

KNEE STRAP

Ankle support 2-parts in neoprene. Used to prevent sprains
and instability in the ankle joint. Provides warmth, support
and stabilises the ankle joint. Can be worn on either foot.

Knee strap with relieving pad. Used for Schlatter/Jumper’s
knee.

Size XS, S, M, L, XL

Item no. 70564xx111

One size

Item no. 7035702111

DONJOY KNEE SUPPORT
WITH SIDE INSERTS

ANKLE SUPPORT WITH
LACES - ”ALLROUND”

For slight knee injuries and ligament problems. Steel inserts
with double joints which follow the knee. Hole for the knee
cap and horseshoe-shaped wedge for pressure on the
patella tendon. Must not be used for knee ligament injuries.
Here, a 4 point brace is used.

Prevents twisting of the foot. Particularly good support due
to the laces, which ensure individual adaptation. Use as
a preventive measure - and for minor ankle injuries. Fits
both feet.

Size S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size XS, S, M, L, XL

Item no. 70563xx000

Item no. 70359xx111

ANKLE VELOCITY DONJOY

ACTIVE ANKLE T2

SPORTS-BRA II

Ankle Velocity Donjoy is the best ankle support on the market. Developed with
a mouldable footplate, which ensures optimum fit for all foot shapes. Perfect for
ankle injuries and ankle injury treatment. Supreme protection with exceptional
control, optimum fit and amazing comfort. Available for both right and left foot.

Superior protection, combining the best stability with optimal function of the ankle.
Size S, M, L

Sports bra made in a 2-layer moisture wicking material - 90% nylon and 10%
lycra. It has wide shoulder straps and elastic below the chest for extra support
and a racerback with mesh. The bra is suitable for all kinds of sports.

Item no. 70558xx111

Size S, M, L, XL

Size S, M, L

Item no. 70361xx111 Left
Item no. 70361xx333 Right
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Size chart (measurements are in centimeters)
NEOPRENE SUPPORTS

Kids sizes

The measurement stated is for guidance. Always try on the product to ensure that the size is correct.

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

1 Elbow support 6600

22-24

24-26

26-28

28-30

30-32

32-34

1 Elbow support with splints 6603

22-24

24-26

26-28

28-30

30-32

32-34

2 Wrist support 6700

14-16

14-16

16-18

16-18

18-20

18-20

2 Wrist support 6701

14-16

14-16

16-18

16-18

18-20

18-20

2 Wrist support 6702

3

One size

3 Shoulder support 6500

27-29

29-31

31-33

33-35

35-37

4 Compression t-shirt with short sleeves (S/S) 6900

89-94

96-102

104-109

111-119

121-130

89-94

96-102

104-109

111-119

121-130

5 Back support 6410

64-72

72-80

80-90

90-100

100-110

5 Back support with splints 6411

64-72

72-80

80-90

90-100

100-110

4 Compression t-shirt with long sleeves (L/S) 6902

10/12 y (71-78)
14/16 (80-86)

5 Thermal trousers 6400

61-69

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

5 Thermal trousers with lycra 6401

61-69

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

64-71

71-78

78-86

86-94

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

5 Compression shorts with pads 6421

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

5 Goalkeeper pants - football 6420

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

105-115

76-82

82-88

88-94

94-100

100-106

5 Compression shorts 6402W

5 Compression shorts 6402

5 Compression tights men/kids 6405

8 y (53-54)
10 y (55-56)
12 y (57-58)
14 y (59-60)

61-69

8 y (54-58)
10 y (58-62)
12 y (62-66)
14 y (66-70)

5 Compression tights women 6406W

64-71

71-78

78-86

86-94

6 Knee support with big pad 6205

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46
43-46

6 Knee support - handball unisex 6202

31-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

6 Knee support - handball women 6202W

30-32

32-34

34-36

36-38

38-40

6 Knee support - handball youth 6203

25-27

27-29

29-31

31-33

6 Knee support - handball youth 6299

25-27

27-29

29-31

31-33

33-35

6 Knee support with side splints 6204

31-35

31-35

35-40

35-40

40-46

40-46

6 Knee support - 6200

30-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Knee support with open patella 6201

30-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Knee support for jumper’s knee 6207

31-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Knee support - volleyball 6206

29-33

33-36

36-39

39-42

42-45

45-48

7 Thigh support 6300

45-48

48-51

51-54

54-57

57-61

61-64

32-35

35-38

38-41

41-44

44-47

37-39

39-41

41-43

43-46

8 Calf support 6110
9 Ankle support 6100

XXXL

35-37

37-39

4

1
5

2

7

46-49

6

8

9
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Size chart (measurements are in centimeters)
COMPRESSION SUPPORTS w/ kinesiological effect

The measurement stated is for guidance. Always try on the
product to ensure that the size is correct.

XS

S

M

L

XL

1 Compression sleeve 6610

19-22

22-25

25-28

28-31

31-34

1 Compression elbow support - handball 6650

22-24

24-26

26-28

28-30

30-32

18-21

18-21

21-24

21-24

1 Compression elbow support - handball youth 6651
6 Compression knee support 6252

30-33

7 Compression thigh support 6350

3

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

48-51

51-54

54-57

57-61
105-115

61-69

69-77

77-85

85-95

95-105

8 Compression calf support 6150

29-32

32-35

35-38

38-41

41-44

Size chart (measurements are in centimeters)

43-46

1
5

The measurement stated is for guidance. Always try on the
product to ensure that the size is correct.

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

6 Compression knee support -unisex 6250

30-33

33-35

35-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

6 Compression knee support - women 6251W

30-32

32-34

34-36

36-38

38-40

25-27

27-29

29-31

31-33

6 Compression knee support - handball youth 6291

4

32-34

45-48

7 Compression shorts 6407

COMPRESSION SUPPORTS

XXL

2

7

Size chart (measurements are in centimeters)
ELASTIC SUPPORTS AND OTHER

XS

1 Elastic elbow support

The measurement stated is for guidance. Always try
on the product to ensure that the size is correct.

S

M

L

XL

20-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

2 Elastic wrist support
6 Elastic knee support

30-35

35-40

40-45

45-50

6 Elastic knee support w/ hole for knee cap

30-45

35-40

40-45

45-50

6 Elastic knee support w/ pad

30-45

35-40

40-45

7 Elastic thigh support

35-40

40-45

45-50

50-55

9 Elastic ankle support

35-38

38-41

41-44

44-47

25-30

43-46

Tennis-, golf- and mouse elbow support

8

One size

Knee strap

One size

9 Ankle support 2-parts

35-37

37-39

39-41

41-43

9 Ankle support w/ laces “Allround”

35-37

37-39

39-41

41-43

43-46

60-80

65-90

70-100

75-110

4 Sports-Bra

6

One size

9
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98 PROFCARE MEDICAL BAGS AND ASSORTED

MINI MEDICAL BAG

JUNIOR MEDICAL BAG

SENIOR MEDICAL BAG

Perfect first aid bag for children and young people. Contents:
2 ice packs, plasters, scissors, compression bandage and 1
roll of 3,8 cm Coach tape.

First aid bag with adjustable compartments. Very durable
- optimal room. Contents: 4 ice packs, compression bandage, heat cream with camphor, blister plasters, plasters
and scissors and two rolls of Coach tape 3,8 cm.

Heardwearing medical bag for trainers and coaches.
Contents: 4 ice packs, compression bandage, muscle ointment, 2 blister plasters, 1 roll Strappal tape 2,5 cm, 3 rolls
Strappal tape 4,0 cm, scissors, plasters, heat ointment
with camphor.

Item no. 7010900112 with contents
Item no. 7010900111 without contents

Item no. 7011000112 with contents
Item no. 7011000111 without contents

Item no. 7011600001 with contents
Item no. 7011600000 without contents

ALUMINIUM MEDICAL
SUITCASE
Professional case with aluminium frame as extra reinforcement. Spacious with incredibly exible spacing. Especially
suitable for doctors, physiotherapists and massage therapists for treatment of all kinds of sports injuries.

Item no. 7011300000

COOL BOX

THERMO BAG

WATER BUCKET

BATH TOWEL

SWEATBAND

Cool box suitable for storing e.g. recycled ice
packs or ice cubes.

Thermal bag for various items, e.g. reusable ice
packs or ice cubes etc.

Soft and comfortable bathing towel made of
100% woven cotton.

For drying off sweat. Made of 85% cotton and
15% elastic. Delivered in sets of two.

Volume 8 litres.

Item no. 7012800111

Handy bucket with carrying handle. Large, open
compartment for water and sponge. Bottle holder on each side.

Size: 160 x 70 cm.

Size: 8 x 10,5 cm.

Item no. 8111500141

Item no. 6977000111

Item no. 7010808202
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PROFCARE CREAM AND OINTMENTS 99

1

3

2

MUSCLE OINTMENT 1

MUSCLE OINTMENT 2

MUSCLE OINTMENT 3

For use on minor muscle problems and sore joints. Provides
light heating and soothing effect on muscles and ligaments
in the injured area. Must not be used during the first 48 hours
following an acute injury.

For more serious muscle and joint problems. Has a greater
heating effect and is used for difficult and/or old injuries.
Must not be used during the first 48 hours following an
acute injury.

Used for chronic muscle problems and sore joints. Has a
very strong heating effect and may be used against chronic
problems from old injuries. Must not be used during the
first 72 hours following an acute injury.

Size 100 ml.

Size 100 ml. 7014600000, 500 ml. 7014605000

Size 100 ml.

Item no. 7014500000

Item no. 7014600000
Item no. 7014605000

Item no. 7014700000

HEAT OINTMENT
WITH CAMPHOR
Typically used before warming up, where it softens up
stiffness in the muscles and skin. Protects against wind
and weather. Skin-friendly with pleasant, thick consistency.
Large content of camphor. May be used several times a day
against sore and stiff muscles.
Size 500 ml.

Item no. 7014000000

MUSCLE BALM EXTRA
Used before warming up, training and competition, where long-lasting heat and greater blood
circulation are required. Has a greater heating
effect than heat ointment with camphor. Reduces soreness and stiffness in the muscles.
Very suitable for massaging stiff muscles, also
after sport.

HEAT CREAM WITH
CAMPHOR
Typically used before warming up, where it
softens up stiffness in the muscles and skin.
Protects against wind and weather. Skin-friendly.
Large content of camphor. May be used several
times a day against sore and stiff muscles.

Size 500 ml.

Size 250 ml.

Item no. 7014200000

Item no. 7014100999
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MASSAGE OIL

MASSAGE CREAM

MUSCLE GEL
Reduces stiffness and soreness. For massaging
stiff, overworked muscles. Cool/heat exchange
increases muscle stimulation.

Size 500 ml.

Used for all types of massage. Produced
specially for physiotherapists and masseurs.
Made from skin-friendly, vegetable and mineral
raw materials. Contains no colour or perfume.
May be used together with the muscle ointments.

Item no. 7014405000

Size 500 ml., 2500 ml.

Used for all types of massage and is extremely
gentle on the skin. Contains no colour or perfume. Can be used together with the muscle
ointments.

Size 250 ml.

Item no. 7014800000

Item no. 70143xx000
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100 PROFCARE COOLING PRODUCTS, TAPE AND BANDAGES

HOT-COLD PACK

ICE PACK II

ICE SPRAY

COMPRESSION SUPPORT

The bag can be used for both cooling and warming. The gel
provides an optimal and long-lasting effect. Ideal for RICE
treatment. Can be used again and again.

Disposable bag. Fantastic cooling effect. Ideal for injuries
at sports grounds, work and in the home.

Gives superficial and cooling relief, but cannot replace ice
pack. Note: Use with care, as it can cause frost bite on
the skin.

All-purpose support for Hot-Cold Pack and Ice Pack. The
amazing insulating abilities of the neoprene give a more
effective cooling.

Size 200 ml.

One size.

Item no. 7012220000

Item no. 7012900000

Item no. 7012100000

PROFCARE BLISTER
PLASTER
Ultra-thin plaster that seems like a second layer of skin.
Protects the tender spot and provides optimum opportunity for healing. Size: Includes 2 x small and 4 x medium.
Comes in packages of 6 boxes.

Item no. 7012000002

TENSOSPRAY

PLASTERS

SCISSORS

Gives a stronger adhesive effect between tape and skin.

Standard plaster for cutting.

Scissors for cutting of tape and bandages.

Size 300 ml.

Size 8,0 cm.

Item no. 7015000000

Item no. 7015900000

Item no. 7015400000

Item no. 7018500000
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102 PROFCARE K, PROFCARE TAPE AND BANDAGES

PROFCARE K

PROFCARE K

PROFCARE K

PROFCARE K

Comfortable and breathable tape that allows for unhindered
movement. Heals and prevents injuries from sport and improves blood circulation. The tape provides support for the
muscles and relieves tension in the muscles. Provides constant compression. Stays on for 3 - 5 days.

Comfortable and breathable tape that allows for unhindered
movement. Heals and prevents injuries from sport and improves blood circulation. The tape provides support for the
muscles and relieves tension in the muscles. Provides constant compression. Stays on for 3 - 5 days.

Comfortable and breathable tape that allows for unhindered
movement. Heals and prevents injuries from sport and improves blood circulation. The tape provides support for the
muscles and relieves tension in the muscles. Provides constant compression. Stays on for 3 - 5 days.

Comfortable and breathable tape that allows for unhindered
movement. Heals and prevents injuries from sport and improves blood circulation. The tape provides support for the
muscles and relieves tension in the muscles. Provides constant compression. Stays on for 3 - 5 days.

Size: 5 cm x 5 m.

Size: 5 cm x 5 m.

Size: 5 cm x 5 m.

Size: 5 cm x 5 m.

Item no. 7010350111

Item no. 7010350777

Item no. 7010350999

Item no. 7010350000

STRAPPAL TAPE

LEUKO TAPE P

With extremely strong and skinfriendly adhesive that minimizes the risk of allergic reactions.
Stable, even in extreme situations. Inelastic and
easy to tear. Used at top level.

Strong non-elastic tape with extra adhesive
effect. The tape is water-resistant. Porous adhesive allows skin to breathe. Is used for McConnell tape technique or where extra strong
tape is required.

Size 2,5 cm., 4,0 cm., 5,0 cm.

Item no. 7013x01000
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Size 3,8 cm.

Item no. 7013202000

PROSTRAP II

COACH SPORTSTAPE

LEUKO TAPE K

Inelastic sportstape with powerful adhesiveness. Provides optimal support and stability.
Porous adhesive allows the skin to breathe.
Easy to tear off both sideways and longways.

Standard tape with good adhesive effect.

Leukotape K wih Pain Relief Technique is an
elastic tape, which is applied directly onto the
skin in the painful area. Distracting signals provide the pain relief. Effective shortly after application.

Size 2,5 cm., 4,0 cm.

Item no. 7009xxx000

Size 3,8 cm.

Item no. 7010100000

Size 2,5 cm., 5,0 cm.

Item no. 70117xx222
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PROFCARE BANDAGES , COMPRESSION WRAP AND BLISTER PATCHES 103

ELASTIC BANDAGE
Support bandage with good elasticity. Can be washed and
reused.
Size 8,0 cm., 12,0 cm.

Item no. 7018x00000

TENSOPLUS

TENSOPLAST

Elastic adhesive bandage. Does not cling to the skin, just
to itself.

High quality elastic self-adhesive bandage. Does not cling
to your skin, just to itself. Easy to apply and easy to tear
across. Gives the right support compression and stays in
place. Can be used repeatedly.

Outstanding elasticity and adhesive properties. Allows the
skin to breathe during long-term use. No constrictive edges, does not wrinkle, no marks on the skin. Good support
bandage for fibre, knee and ankle injuries.

Size 6,0 cm., 8,0 cm., 10,0 cm.

Size 8,0 cm.

Size 5,0 cm., 7,5 cm.

Item no. 70136xx000

Item no. 7015308000

Item no. 701350x000

ARTICARE
ADHESIVE BANDAGE

COMPRESSION WRAP

UNDER BANDAGE

BLISTER PATCHES

Transparent film to keep Hot-Cold Pack and Ice Pack in place. Easy to use.
Size 10,0 cm.

Position between tape and skin for a protective effect. Prevents irritation
on exposed areas such as ankles, knees and wrists. Especially suitable for
sports where taping is widely used.

Self adhesive protection and pressure relief for blisters and sores. Size and
shape can be cut according to use.

Item no. 7012700000

Size 7,0 cm.

Item no. 7013707999
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Size 25 x 15 cm.

Item no. 7015200000
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104 HEEL SUPPORTS

ARCH SUPPORT

HEEL WEDGE WITH SOFT CENTER SPOT

Relieves and supports the arch. Produced in polyurethane.

Relieves and shock absorbs slight pain in the heel/achilles tendon. The Soft Center Spot Heel Wedge provides extra shock
absorption in the most vulnerable area. Stays in perfect shape. Hand washable. 100% silicone gel.

Size S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-47)

Item no. 70176xx000

Size S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-47)

Item no. 70172xx000

HEEL CUP WITH SOFT CENTER SPOT

HEEL CUP WITH SOFT CENTER SPOT

For increased comfort when running, walking and standing. The Soft Center Spot Heel Cup maximises shock absorption.
Used especially when the heel fat pad is extravasated. Stays in perfect shape. Hand washable. 100% silicone gel.

For increased comfort when running, walking and standing. The Soft Center Spot Heel Cup maximises shock absorption.
Used especially when the heel fat pad is extravasated. Stays in perfect shape. Hand washable. 100% silicone gel.

Size S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-47)

Size S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-47)

Item no. 70173xx000

Item no. 70171xx000
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INSOLES AND HEEL SUPPORTS 105

FLEX COMFORT

FLEX FREE HIGH

FLEX FREE MEDIUM

Anatomically shaped 3D-insole for support and comfort. Prevents unpleasant
burning and the feeling of tired feet. Keeps the feet in place and supports
natural movement. Foam cushioned footbed provides excellent shock absorption. Developed especially for sport, hiking and outdoor activities. Fits most
footwear.

Orthopedic 3D-insole for pre-shaped support and comfort to avoid tiring when
running and walking. Anatomically shaped footbed keeps the feet in place and
supports natural movement. Poron cushioning provides excellent shock absorption. Increases comfort, stability and performance. Developed especially
for sport, hiking and outdoor activities. Fits most footwear.

Orthopedic 3D-insole provides provides pre-shaped support and comfort
to avoid tiring when running and walking. The anatomically shaped footbed
keeps the feet in place and supports natural movement. Poron cushioning for
excellent shock absorption. Increases comfort, stability and performance. Developed especially for sport, hiking and outdoor activities. Fits most footwear.

Size 36/38, 39/41, 41/43, 44/47

Size 36/38, 39/41, 41/43, 44/47

Size 36/38, 39/41, 41/43, 44/47

Item no. 70190xx222

Item no. 70192xx444

Item no. 70191xx666

GEL HEEL

GEL SUPPORT

REPLACE

SNEAKER SUPPORT

Support and superior cushioning for high durability when
standing, walking and running. Keeps pressure perfectly evened out and provides excellent shock absorption.
Maintains its shape and does not wear out. Washable and
reusable.

Comfort and superior cushioning for high durability when
standing, walking and running. Prevents unpleasant burning and the feeeling of tired feet. Cushioning gel provides
excellent shock absorption. Developed especially for sport,
hiking and outdoor activities. Fits most footwear.

Anatomically shaped insole for stability and comfort. Keeps
the feet in place and supports natural movement. Heel and
forefoot inserts provides excellent shock absorption. Developed especially for sport, hiking and outdoor activities.
Fits most footwear.

Anatomically shaped 3D-footbed for support and comfort.
Prevents unpleasant burning and the feeeling of tired feet.
Keeps the feet in place and supports natural movement.
Developed especially for sport, hiking and outdoor activities. Fits most footwear - including low-volume shoes.

Size One size women (35-41), One size (40-46)

Size 35/38, 39/42, 43/46

Size S, M, L

Item no. 7019402000 One size women
Item no. 7019502000 One size

Item no. 70196xx216

Size 26/28, 29/31, 32/34, 35/36, 37/38, 39/40, 41/42,
43/44, 45/46
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106 MASSAGE- AND MEDICINE BALLS

BALL-STIK

BALL-PUNKTUR

Massage ball for strengthening of the muscles, reduction of tension and
myalgia as well as minimisation of fat deposits and cellulite. Delivered in a box.

Small massage ball for softening sore muscles, starting the blood circulation
and reduction of myalgia. Can be used anywhere and is easy to bring along in
a bag. Available in both 1 or 2 pcs. box.

Item no. 2455800666

Item no. 2453800666 (1 pc.)
Item no. 2453900666 (2 pc.)

MEDICINE BALLS

BALANCE BOARD II

Heavy balls for weight training and rehabilitation. Durable and easy to maintain. Available in five different weight versions.

Two-in-one balance board. A simple, but extremely efficient exercise tool. For
rehabilitation after injuries in the ankles and knees or pre-emptive exercise.
Two exchangeable balls: Large and slow to train balance and coordination.
Small and fast to increase the level of difficulty.

Item no. 2602001111 1 kg
Item no. 2602002111 2 kg.
Item no. 2602003111 3 kg
Item no. 2602004111 4 kg
Item no. 2602005111 5 kg
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Item no. 7016800000 1 large and 1 little ball
Item no. 7016900000 1 large ball
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108 SPORTS BAGS

VERONA SPORTS BAG
SMALL

VERONA SPORTS BAG
MEDIUM

Bag in 100% ribstop polyester 600D. Durable bottom.
Internal coating.

VERONA TEAM BAG
Bag in 100% ribstop polyester 600D. Durable bottom.
Internal coating.

VERONA TEAM BAG
WITH WHEELS

Bag in 100% ribstop polyester 600D. Durable bottom.
Internal coating.

Contains 95 litres. Dimensions: 70x39x35 cm.

Bag in 100% ribstop polyester 600D. Durable bottom.
Internal coating.

Contains 30 litres. Dimensions: 52x20,5x28 cm.

Contains 53 litres. Dimensions: 61x28x31 cm.

Item no. 8172000111

Contains 105 litres. Dimensions: 75x40x35 cm.

Item no. 8170000111

Item no. 8171000111

VERONA RUCKSACK

SPORTS BAG II

MATCH BALL BAG

HANDBALL BAG

Rucksack in 100% ribstop polyester 600D. Durable bottom. Internal coating.

Practical boots bag/gym bag. To print own logo, minimum
order is 1.000.

Bag with space for 6 handballs or 5 footballs. Perfect for
the match day. Produced in strong nylon.

Contains 26 litres. Dimensions: 48x32,5x16 cm.

Contains 9 litres. Dimensions: 36x44 cm.

Item no. 8199000111

Smart bag for one handball. Ideal for children and youngsters who bring their own ball to training. The lining is attached by Velcro and can easily be taken off for washing.

Item no. 8174000111

Item no. 8198300111
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110 BALL ACCESSORIES

COMPRESSOR PISTOL
“AIRBOY”
Incl. 1 needle.

Item no. 7890500111

AIR COMPRESSOR MINI PRESSURE GAUGE

VALVE OIL

NEEDLES

Mobile compressor with manometer.
Weighs just 4 kg.

Prevents leaking and drying of the valve on
balls. 10 ml supplied in boxes with 10 pcs.

Bag with 12 pcs. Plastic or metal.

Item no. 7891000000

Pressure gauge to ensure the correct air pressure when pumping up a football or handball.
With hole for ventilation. Includes valve. Choose
between analog or digital. The analog version
includes the needle and pressure gauge.

Item no. 7991201000

Item no. 7990700001 Plastic
Item no. 7990700002 Metal

Item no. 7991000000 Analog
Item no. 7991100000 Digital

BALL PUMP - MINI

BALL PUMP - CLUB

BALL PUMP - MICRO

Little ball pump made of plastic with metal needle. Cartons of 12 pcs.

Ball pump made of plastic with metal needle.
Cartons of 12 pcs.

Item no. 7890150222

Item no. 7890400222

Compact ball pump made of plastic with plastic needle. Pumps on both ingoing and outgoing movement. Cartons of 12 pcs.

Item no. 7890000111

BALL PUMP
AND TUBE
Ideal mini pump with 15 cm valve tube made
of nylon. Pumps on both ingoing and outgoing
movement.

PUMP TUBE
Can be used for Ball Pump Mini and Club.

Item no. 7990600111

Item no. 7890400111
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BOOT AND REFEREE ACCESSORIES 111

LEATHER BALM

SHOELACES - FLAT

SOCK TAPE

SOCK WRAP

LANYARD

Neutral colour. Ideal for care of football boots.

Lengths: 90, 120 and 150 cm. Black and white.
Come in boxes of 12 pcs.

Elastic tape. White, black, blue, red, yellow,
green and transparent.

Cord for referee’s whistle. Length 48 cm. Pack
of 12 pcs.

Item no. 6609090xxx 90 cm
Item no. 6612012xxx 120 cm
Item no. 6615015xxx 150 cm

Item no. 6553900xxx

New sock wrap in six different colours. The
revolutionary composition of latex makes the
material stick to each other. Used to keep shinpads and socks in place. Can be used directly
on the leg.

REFEREE WHISTLE
VIKING SOUND

REFEREE WHISTLE
METAL

REFEREE WHISTLE WITH REFEREE WHISTLE
METAL FINGER GRIP
PLASTIC

REFEREE WHISTLE
CLASSIC

Internationally recognised whistle.

Pack of 12 pcs.

Pack of 6 pcs.

Available in small and large. Pack of 20 pcs.

Classic whistle without ball. Pack of 12 pcs.

Item no. 7780900111

Size Large

Item no. 7781102000

Item no. 7781203111 Large
Item no. 7781001111 Small

Item no. 7780800111

Size 100 ml.

Item no. 8092200000

Item no. 7781203000
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112 REFEREE AND COURT ACCESSORIES

LINESMAN’S FLAG, AMATEUR

LINESMAN’S FLAG, PROFESSIONAL

CORNER FLAG

2 pcs. of linesman’s flag.

Professional linesman’s flag with turnable handle. 2 pcs. in a bag.

Flag in fabric to corner pole. Available in four colors.

Item no. 7490600000

Item no. 7490500000

Item no. 7490300xxx

REFEREE CARDS

BENDABLE CORNER POLE

CORNER POLE WITH METAL TIP

CLAMP FOR CORNER FLAG

Yellow and red. Supplied in packets with one or six sets.

With rubber suspension and base.
Unbreakable plastic - C 30 mm.

Unbreakable plastic - C 30 mm.

Clamp for attaching flag to the corner pole.

Item no. 7480200000

Item no. 7490400000

Item no. 7490900000 1 set
Item no. 7490900006 6 set
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TRAINING ACCESSORIES 113

TACTICS BOARD
- FOLDABLE

TACTICS BOARD ALU
- FOOTBALL

TACTICS BOARD ALU
- HANDBALL

Foldable and practical tactics board. Takes up
very little space and can easily be taken to the
away ground. The white board on the back can
be used when it is folded. Includes magnetic
pieces, pen and cleaning sponge.

Tactics board for football. Includes magnetic
pieces, pen and cleaning sponge.

Tactics board for handball. Includes magnetic
pieces, pen and cleaning sponge.

Size 60x90 cm (w x h)

Size 60x90 cm (w x h)

Item no. 7293900000

Item no. 7294000000

TACTIC FOLDER
Practical A4 size folder for various sports. Contains paper, pen and pieces.

Item no. 7293508000

ACCESSORY SET FOR
TACTICS BOARDS
Extra set for tactics boards consisting of 27 small
magnetic pieces, pen and cleaning sponge.

Item no. 7293801000

Size 60x45 cm (w x h)

Item no. 7294100000

RUBBER BASE FOR
TRAINING FIGURE

TRAINING / FREE KICK
FIGURE PROFESSIONAL

TRAINING / FREE KICK
FIGURE

TRAINING / FREE KICK
FIGURE

Can be used indoors or on an artificial grass pitch. Weighted
for better stability. Bends if one accidentally runs into it.

With spike. Easy to fix in the ground. 180 cm high.

Great alternative to the professional model. 160 cm including
spike. Easy to fix in the ground.

Great alternative to the professional model. 180 cm including
spike. Easy to fix in the ground.

Item no. 8326000000

Item no. 8328000000

Item no. 8329000000
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114 TRAINING ACCESSORIES

MARKING CONE

MULTI-TRAINER SET

MARKER SET

MARKER SET

Marking cone made of soft plastic. 34 cm high.
With holes for pole.

Training set with 2 cones, 3 poles and 2 pole
holders. The holders have a handy click-system, which allows the poles to be placed exactly as desired, e.g. sideways.

Contains 16 yellow, 16 blue and 16 red pieces.

Includes 12 yellow and 12 red markers and
holder with fastener.

Weight 310 g.

Item no. 7495600333

Item no. 7491300111 Poleholder

Height per piece: 7 cm. Weight per piece: 52 g.
Weight per marker: 42 g.

Item no. 7495100048

Item no. 7495000024

FLOOR MARKER MAT
SET
Set of 12 yellow and 12 orange marking mats.
Made in a non-slip rubber material, and therefore especially suitable for indoor use, e.g. for
handball training as a substitute for cones.

Item no. 7491400024

Item no. 7491200555 Pole
Item no. 74xxxxxxxx Set

AGILITY LADDER
- OUTDOORS

AGILITY LADDER
- INDOORS

Ideal for coordination practice. Interconnectable
for extension. Up to 6 metres long. Bag included.

Ideal for indoor coordination training. Can be
connected and extended. 6 m. long. Bag included. Made of rubber to prevent sliding on
the slippery indoor floor.

Item no. 7496300555

PASSING PORT

SLALOM POLE

BAG FOR POLES

Port for precision training of passing etc.
Depth: 33 mm.

Professional slalom pole in unbreakable plastic.
Length: 160 cm. C 33 mm.

Practical bag for slalom poles and corner posts.
Can contain 13-15 pcs. depending on thickness.

Item no. 7496800444

Item no. 7480300000

Item no. 8199200111

Item no. 7496300666
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116 TRAINING ACCESSORIES

RUBBER BASE FOR
SLALOM POLE AND
PASSING PORT
Can be used indoors or on artificial grass pitches.
Weighted for better stability. The base ensures
that the pole bends if one accidentally runs in
to it.

TRAINING HURDLE

TRAINING HURDLE

Training hurdle for running and leaping exercises.
A course can consist of 6 or 8 training hurdles
in a row.

Training hurdle for running and leaping exercises.
A course can consist of 6 or 8 training hurdles
in a row.

Junior 15 cm.

Senior 30 cm.

Item no. 7496515666

Item no. 7496530444

BAG FOR TRAINING
HURDLES
Practical bag for traning hurdles. Can contain
10 senior hurdles .

Item no. 8199300111

COORDINATION RINGS
Coordination rings for running and coordination
exercises.
Diameter: 60 cm. 12 rings - 4 x lime-green, 4 x
orange and 4 x yellow.

Item no. 7496700000

Item no. 7481000000

BASKETBALL
HOOP

BASKETBALL
NET

Solid basketball hoop with reinforced wall fitting. International standard measurements.
Supplied with net.

Suitable for standard basket hoop.

Handy set of 2 pop-up goals for the training pitch or
in the garden. The goals can be packed away in the
accompanying bag in no time at all.

Item no. 7394800000

Item no. 7470000515

POP-UP GOAL

TRAINING
PACKAGE - HANDBALL
1 x Agility ladder in rubber, 1 x Marking mats 24 pcs., 1 x Coordination rings 60 cm - 12 pcs.,
6 x Multi training poles, 4 x Multi training pole holder with click system, 12 x Marking cones

Item no. 7394900000
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TRAINING ACCESSORIES 117
Here are four different training packages that have been put together to cover all levels of football training. Suitable for both grass and artificial grass pitches. These products can also be purchased separately and can be found on the previous pages.

TRAINING PACKAGE 2
TRAINING PACKAGE 1
2 pcs.
1 pcs.
6 pcs.
12 pcs.

Agility ladders, 6 meters
Marking set, 24 cones
Multi-trainer pole
Marking cones

2 pcs.
6 pcs.
6 pcs.
1 pcs.
24 pcs.
12 pcs.
24 pcs.

Agility ladders, 6 meters
Training hurdle, junior 15 cm
Training hurdle, senior 30 cm
Marking set, 24 cones
Multi-trainer pole
Multi-trainer pole-holder with
click-system
Marking cones

TRAINING PACKAGE 3

TRAINING PACKAGE 4

2 pcs.
6 pcs.
6 pcs.
12 pcs.
12 pcs.
12 pcs.
1 pcs.
36 pcs.
24 pcs.

5 pcs. Figures with spikes, choose between
160 og 180 cm.

Agility ladders, 6 meters
Training hurdle, junior 15 cm
Training hurdle, senior 30 cm
Coordination rings, diameter 60 cm
Passing ports
Slalom poles
Marking set, 24 cones
Multi-trainer pole
Multi-trainer pole-holder with
click-system
24 pcs. Marking cones

NB: The rubber bases are not included in the
package. They can be purchased separately
if the equipment is to be used on pitches with
artificial grass.

NB: The rubber base for the passing port
and slalom pole are not included in the package. They can be purchased separately if the
equipment is to be used on pitches with artificial grass.
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HANDBALL BAG

FOOTBALL BAG

BALL NET

CAPTAIN’S BAND

Room for 10-12 handballs.

Room for 10-12 footballs.

Durable nylon ball net. Available in four different sizes.

Item no. 7371900000

Item no. 7372000000

Item no. 7370101111

Available in six colours. In the adult size the band has a velcro closing and extra elastics
to keep in on the arm. The child size has the traditional elastic closing.

1 ball

Item no. 7370808000

6-8 balls

Item no. 7371010000 10-12 balls

Item no. 6977800xxx

Size Mini: Blue, yellow, orange, pink

Item no. 6977802xxx

Size Junior/Senior: White, black, blue, yellow, orange, pink

Item no. 7371616000 14-16 balls

BIBS - MODEL SUPER

BIBS - MODEL STANDARD

100% polyester. Comes in packs of 12 pcs.

100% polyester. Comes in packs of 12 pcs.

Item no. 68333xxxxx Size Mini, Junior, Senior: Turquoise, pink, green, yellow, orange

Item no. 68330xxxxx

Size Mini, Junior, Senior: Turquoise, pink, green, yellow, orange

Item no. 68333xx111 Size Junior, Senior: Black
Item no. 6833305xxx Size XXL: Yellow, orange
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WATER BOTTLE

CARRIER

METAL RING FOR BIBS

MOUTH GUARD

JOCKSTRAP

Transparent water bottle.

For 8 bottles.

For collecting and storing bibs.

Available in clear and black (black only size Senior).

With removable codpiece.

Item no. 7521701000 1,0 l.

Item no. 7521008000

Item no. 6810000000

Item no. 6958202000 Junior
Item no. 6958203xxx Senior

Size S, L

Item no. 7521600700 0,7 l.

PEDOMETER
With the following functions: Pedometer (km), clock and
measurement of calorie consumption.

Item no. 7491600000
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Item no. 69581xx000

PEDOMETER PRO

STOP WATCH

STOP WATCH PRO

3D professional step counter. Counts steps, distance and
calculates calorie consumption. Display with date and time.
Choose between 12 or 24 hour format. 30 days memory.

With the following functions: Timing (1/100 sec.), clock and
date.

Professional stop watch. Three rows on the screen. Display
with date and time and three- second backlight. Choose
between 12 or 14 hour format. 30 laps and split memory
with precision of 1/100. Count-down up to 10 hours.

Item no. 7491800111

Item no. 74915000000

Item no. 7491700111
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LEGENDARY SINCE 1947
SELECT Sport was founded in 1947 by Eigil Nielsen, goalkeeper for the Danish
national football team, who devoted his life to create the perfect ball. The name
of the company was given because of the exclusive leather that was specially
selected for the ball production.
By producing many of the ball industry’s groundbreaking creations such as the
first laceless football, the first ball with 32 panels and balls made of synthetic
leather, SELECT naturally became a trendsetter.
Back in 1951, SELECT signed a contract to supply balls for the Danish national
football team, and in 1957 SELECT was appointed official supplier by the Danish Handball Federation. These partnerships have continued ever since and
are some of the longest in the history of sport. A large number of agreements
with both remarkable football and handball federations, clubs and players have
since been made.

1947

Eigil Nielsen develops his
first football and SELECT
is born.
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1951

SELECT presents the world’s
first laceless football.

1962

SELECT presents the world’s
first 32-panel football.

Today, SELECT is known as the ball specialist. Our footballs, futsal balls and
handballs can be found in more than 50 countries, and we are the world’s
largest supplier of handballs. More than three million different SELECT balls
are produced each year through a close cooperation with Anwar Khawaja Industries in Pakistan.
We have been developing balls for 70 years, and the passion for innovative
craftsmanship still lives on in our daily work. Football, futsal and handball
matches around the world are played with balls built on Eigil Nielsen’s original
principle of 32 panels, just as most balls produced worldwide are based on
SELECT’s inventions.

1972

SELECT presents the world’s
first 32-panel handball.

1974

SELECT presents the world’s
first hand-sewn PU football.

2012

SELECT presents the world’s
first intelligent football,
the SELECT iBall.
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